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PROLOGUE 
This document comprises the Final Summary Report on "The 
Investigation of Flame Spreading Over the Surface of Igniting 
Solid Propellants", sponsored by NASA Grant No. NGR-31-003-0l4 
and conducted in the Combustion Laboratory at Stevens Institute 
of Technology. 
Some of the information presented herein (i.e., Part III, 
Part IV, and Part V) has been reported previously in Annual 
Reports distributed according to NASA specificat.ions during the 
term of the Grant. It has been included for completeness in 
the fo:rm published in the archive technical .li terature • 
Part II contains information that has not been reported 
previously, but will appear in the Proceedi!lgs of the Thirteenth 
International Symposium on Combustion to be published later this 
year. 
Part'I contains information that has also not been reported 
previously and has not as yet been submitted for publication. 
, 
, 
As reported in Parts II through V, a wide variety of materials 
exhibit flame-spreading characteristics in oxygen-containing 
quiescent environments that can be correlated by the now well-known 
power-law: 
-' 
where: 
V (pym ) .. ~ 
a ox 
V is the flame spreading velocity 
P is the environmental pressure 
Y is the gas-phase reactive component mole fraction. 
ox 
ii 
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This finding has been rationalized, and is available as the basis 
for design of practical solid propellant rocket motor ignition 
systems as well as the basis for minimiz~tion of the flammability 
hazard in space-capsule environments. 
An unexpected finding is reported in Part I: The ICRPG 
Standard Reference Composite Propellant does not follow this 
power-law. In fact, above a certain threshold pressure level, in-
creasing the pressure decreases the flame spreading velocity! If 
such behavior is common to practical composite 'propellants, then 
current ignition system design crlterLon wLll have to be modified 
to. account for this behavior. Unfortunately, time did not permit 
testing of other composite propellants. 
The flame spreading information developed during this program 
can be utilized to minimize the flammability hazards of cellulosic 
and .polymeric fabrics and structural mat~rials. And thus represents 
an aerospace information "fallout" that is of societal benefit. 
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ABSTRACT 
This work describes an experimental investigation of the 
surface flame spreading characteristics of the ICRPG reference 
composite propellant, composed of ammonium perchlorate (76% by 
wt.) in a matrix of polyurethane binder (24% by wt.). Tests 
were conducted on both the propellant and its constituents in 
a pressure vessel, under quiescent conditions, to determine the 
dependence of the flame spreading velocity on environmental com-
position and pressure. 
Small specimens were mounted horizontally in a chamber and 
ignited by an electrically heated wire placed at one end. The 
dimensions of the test enclosure were such as to minimize com-
bustion-induced flow and thereby minimize problems associated with 
convec.tive flow in the environment. 
Flame spreading velocities over the propellant were measured 
in methane, and in oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, with oxygen mole 
. -
fraction, Y , of 0, 0021, 0.40, 0.65, and 1.0. Environmental 
. ox 
pressure (P) was varied between 4 and 415 psia. In the 02/N2 
, 
environments below 150 psia, the flame spreading velocity (V) 
was found to follow the familiar power-law relation previously ex-
hibi ted by a wide variety of other materials, V~ (PYox m).~ • However, 
. whereas all other materials exhibited m>l and ~<l, the ICRPG pro-
.pellant exhibited m=0.65 and ~=1.2. 
-A further departure from past experience was observed at P>150 
psia -.~ decreased with increasing P. At 200 psia or so ~~O, and 
fbr P>200; ~<O. That is, increasing P resulted in d~creasing V. 
. . 
This had never been observed with any material in the past. 
"~~---: .•. 
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In a pure N2 environment, although peaking also occurred 
at about 150 psia, the flame spreading characteristics of the 
propellant could not be represented by a power-law of the form 
V~P~ below this pressure. In addition, the flame spreading veloc-
ities of the propellant measured in methane were virtually identi-
cal to those obtained in nitrogen! This suggests that, in the 
absence of oxidizing species in the gas phase that can react with 
the binder pyrolysis products, the flame spreading characteristics 
are independent of environmental composition.' 
The propellant surface regression rate during normal defla-
gration (r) was measured as a function of P in air. The reP) data 
exhibited a "plateau" at 500 psia or so, but in general was so 
different from the flcune spreading data that the two could not be 
correlated. 
The ICRPG binder was tested in environments containing ,mix-
tures of oxygen and nitrogen at the same conditions used in the 
propellant experiments. Results of the binder tests could also 
'be correlated by Va (py m) ~, but with m=2. 7 and ~=O. 75. Pressed 
ox 
. ammonium 'perchlorate specimens were tested in methane over the same 
pressure range and the data was correlated by VaP~, with ~=0.75. 
Thus, the propellant constituents tested separately exhibited dif-
ferent characteristics than the propellant itself, i.e., no peak-
ing of V(p) data, and power-law exponents typical of those found 
'~ith all other materials tested in the past. 
It is concluded that the ICRPG propellant flame spreading 
characteristics cannot directly be related to those of its con-
I _. 
sti tuents at this time i, but that these characteristics must be. 
studied with the propellant itself • 
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
. 
Solid propellant rocket motor ignition systems are developed 
according to certain empirical, and not always reliable, guide-
lines that have been evolyed over the year$. This approach is 
costly, both in time and money, and it frequently proves to be 
ortly marginally successful -- a result of a series of "fixes", 
I 
rather than a logical answer to the particular need. It has been 
hoped for the last few years now that some rational basis for the de-
,sign of the ignition system could be established. However, this 
has been prevented by a lack of knowledge of the mechanism by 
which the propellant grain responds to the igniter stimuli--
-'that is, how motor ignition actually takes place. 
Almost every type of currently operational igniter acts by 
heating exposed surfaces of the propellant grain, the source of 
energy being the hot products produced by combustion of the igniter 
materials. The overall motor ignition process, following igniter 
firing, can be thought of most conveniently as being composed of" 
.three principal phases: 
(1) heating of the exposed grain surface to incipient ignition 
conditions, and the. actual development of ignition at some location, 
(2) spreading of the flame over the remainder of the surface, 
.,.-
and finally, 
(3) filling of the chamber with propellant combustion products 
uritil the equilibrium chamber pressure is reached. If the igniter 
-
continues to fire d~~ing the flame spreading and chamber filling 
phases, its effect would have to be accounted for in.a valid theore-
tical descriptiofi of the overall-motor ignition process. 
The first phase has been receiving a good deal of attention 
during the last decade and has been the subject of extensive re-
search (Ref~ 16). The final phase can be described very accurately 
on the basis of a straightforward balance between the rate at which 
c 1 
... 
p 
) , 
i 
i 
i 
gas is being genera.ted in the motor and the rate at which it is 
being expelled (Ref. 17). Only recently has the mechanism under-
lying the second phase, that is, flame spreading, been subjected 
to detailed investigation (Ref. 1, 2, 4, 8). 
While this portion of the ignition transient in small motors 
may occur wi thin a few millis,econds, the geometry of larger space 
booster motors can extend this interval to about one second. 
Therefore, this lag can become quite vital in cases such as motor 
dlustering where ,exact firing schedules are required. In fact, 
with solid propellant and hybrid rocket motors alike, full power 
is not achieved until flame spreading and pressure buildup is 
completed. 
A better understanding of the flame spreading process must 
be achieved and incorporated in the numerous theoretical approaches 
qealing with the overall ignition proces~. Boundary conditions 
involving the flame spreading phase have been treated rabher un-
realistically in the various integration schemes set forth to 
-date (Ref. 9, 10, 11). The most' commonly misused boundary con-
dition is the "ignition temperature" criteria associated with the 
questionable "solid phase" ignition theory (Ref. 5). Another 
such erroneous scheme proposes the existance of a linear relation-
s.hip b~tween burning rate and flame spreading rate (Ref. 9). 
In its most general form, a complete description of flame 
spreading must include the dominant effects of environmental 
I 
c\omposition, pressure, and flow velocity. This last factor, how-
e,ver, brings to bear the additional complexity of forced convection, 
Jhich will not be dealt with in this study. The pre~ent lack of 
~nowlE:.ge with regard to the processes involved in flame spreading 
I 
rtecessitates limitation of experin~ntal variables so as not to 
I ~_,.. 
obscure the underlying nature of the mechanism. Nevertheless, the-
simplified problem is both realistic and practica,l. For example, i 
2 
"··~I 
. i 
p 
" 
the use of aft-end igniters in large rocket motors results in a 
stagnation region where the effects of convective flow are neg-
ligible. Even for the case of high penetration encountered with 
a supersonic igniter, as much as 20 to 30% of the propellant sur-
face will be in the' stagnation region (Ref. 3). 
To date, much information has been obtained for flame spread-
ing over solid propellants and propellant constituents in quies-
cen't environments (Ref. l, 2, 4, 8). Previous studies, however, 
deal either with homogeneous nitrate esther propellants or the 
3 
,individual constituents of heterogeneous'(or composite) propell-
ants. No detailed investigations have been made of the flame spread-
ing characteristics of a specific composite propellant, and its 
-"consti tuents, under quiescent conditions. Flame spreading character-
istics of their fuel and oxidizing constituents may be examined 
individually, and hopefully aid in a better understanding of the 
propellant itself. This was done during ,the subject program. 
For ease of standarization, and ready accessability, the 
, -
:ICRPG referenqe composite propellant was chosen for study. It is 
composed of an ammonium perchlorate oxidizer (76% by wt.) in a 
polyurethane binder (24% by wt.). Flame spreading characteristics 
of both the propellant and its ingredients were studied with respect 
to variations in pressure and environmental composition. 
", 
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DISCUSSION OF THEORY 
The flame spreading phenomenon is looked upon in this work 
as a continuQus gas phase ignition process, as proposed by 
McAlevy and Magee (Ref. 2). From this viewpoint one can concept-
ualize the moving flame as a source of heat by which the elements 
before it are raised to their vaporization temperature.Specifi-
cally, one may characterize the events taking place in flame spread-
ing as: heating of the surface before the flame; vaporization; 
diffusion and mixing with gaseous reactants; and finally, ignition 
and combustion" )f the resulting gaseous mixture. This theory 
is enforced by s~udies from this laboratory (Ref. I, 2). 
It can be seen that such a sequence closely links flame 
spreading to the basic ignition process. The latter presents 
itself as a somewhat more simplified problem to treat analytically 
since it is merely a single phase of flame spreading. However, 
despite the comparative analytical complexity of flame spreading, 
it lends itself more easily to experimental investigations than 
:ignition ~tudies do. Ig~ition studies tend to show a great deal 
0+ dependency on experimental procedure, due to the variations 
i~ surface heating and ignition criteria employed by the different 
r~searchers. Flame spreading, on the other hand, provides its 
own heat source (the advancing flame) and an inherent ignition 
criteria (arrival at a point of interest of the well-defined flame 
front) • 
-An approximate solution for the gas phase ignition theory of 
f~ame spreading has been set forth by McAlevy and Magee (Ref. 2). 
The resulting relationship shows a power-law dependency of flame 
! 
spJ;eading velocity on pressure (P) and oxygen component mole 
fiaction (Y ). Although the basic equation (Va(PY m)@) is 
I " ox . ox 
derived for the case of a single component solid phase material, 
! 
it has been postulated that it can also adequately describe the 
behavior. of materials with two reactive components in the solid 
• 
4 
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phase (Ref. 2). Therefore, an attempt will be made to employ 
this relation to correlate data obtained for both the propell-
ant and its ingredients. 
.5 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
I. . Flame Spreading Velocities 
The flame spreading velocity over the surfac.e of the ICRPG 
'reference composite propellant and its ingredie,n1;:s was measured 
in quiescent environments under pressures varying from 4 to 415 
psia. Tests on the propellant were conducted using methane and 
mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen as the gas phase environment. 
Oxygen mole fractions used for the02/N 2 mixtures were 0,0.21, 
0.40, 0.65, and 1.0. The polyurethane binder was only tested in 
02/N2 mixtures however, while the ammonium perchlorate oxidizer 
was only tested in methane. 
A. Sample preEaration 
Small test specimens (3in. x O.375in. x .125in.) were mount-
ed horizontally on backing plates, with the 3in. x O.375in. sur-
face upwards. The techniques employed for preparing samples of 
. 
"each material are discussed be16w. 
1. Polyurethane Binder 
Test specimens were fastened to asbestos backing plates using 
S~uereisen Insa-Lute Adhesive Cement No. 1 paste. To prevent the 
flame from spreading too rapidly along the 3in. edges of the speci-
men--a phenomenon that takes place "faster than flame spreading 
ove~ the top surface, and therefore one that could result in 
s~urously ,higher measur~d values of the flame spread rate--it was 
necessary' to inhibit the edges of the specimens. Th'is procedure 
involved coating the sides and a 1/32" overlap along the 3" edges 
of the top with Sauereisen Cement. 
6 
'\ , 
------------------~-~.--- - ~ -~ p. 
2. ICRPG propellant 
Sauereisen could not be used for inhibition and mounting 
of the propellant since it. tended to penet~ate too deeply into 
the relatively porous surface. This problem was overcome by 
using asbestos paper bonded to the surface with Borden's Elmer's 
Glue-All, which is designed for use on porous surfaces. Micro-· 
scopic examination showed that this procedure resulted in negli-
gible penetrati.on of the inhibitor into the test sample. 
3. Ammonium perchlorate' oxidizer 
7 
Ammonium perchlorate samples were formed by pressing AP granules 
in a mold with a hydraulic press at 20,000 psig. These samples 
were then inhibited by manually pressing each one into an asbestos 
jig lined with Johns Mansville j s D,uxseal, a packing clay. The 
clay extended onto the top surface 1/32" ,along the 3" edges. AI-
I! though the ammonium perchlorate used had approximately the same 
r~.. granualarity (17711-20811) as that used in the ICRPG reference pro-
" : 
'pellant (200~), this technique resulted in a mirror-like finish 
of the pressed specimens. While this minimized any surface rough-
ness effects, which could intensify radiant heat flux at certain 
locations, the surface was quite different than in the actual 
propellant, where the projection of Ap'particles above the binder 
, . 
resulted in a fairly rough texture. 
B. Test Apparatus 
The test apparatus 'consisted of a test chamber, "surge" tank, 
, . 
vacuum pump, gas supply, air 
valving, piping and wiring. 
Figure 1. 
compressor, cinecamera, as well as 
A schematic arrangement is shown in 
, . 
i 
I, 
,. 
! 
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The samples were burned in a relatively large test chamber 
(lOin. i.d. x 18in.) fitted with an observation window. Pressure 
increase in the chamber during flame spreading was reduced to a 
negligible level by connecting a large surge tank (IO cu. ft.) to 
the test chamber. A "one-way" valve was inserted between the 
. chamber and the surge tank. In preparing' an experimental run at 
a selected pressure, the surge tank was first pressurized to that 
level with compressed air (Note: . N2 was used instead of air for 
runs using 100% methane). After placing a mounted specimen in the 
chamber, it was sealed and evacuated. The chamber was then 
charged with the selected test gas to the pressure in the surge 
tank, thus opening the check valve. 
The chamber gas was allowed to reach a quiescent state before 
igniting the specimen by means of an electrically heated wire 
previously positioned along the O.37Sin. edge oh the top surface. 
c. Flame Sereading Velocity Measurement 
Flame ~preading data were obtained for high spreading velocities 
from cinecamera records. Low spreading velocities (below O.Sin/sec.) 
were determined from stopwatch measurements of the time required 
for the flame to propagate a fixed·distance of 1". For those events 
~hich were recorded photographical~y, Kodak Tri-x 16rnm film and a 
Bell and Howell 16mm Model 70-Dl cinecamera were useq. From the 
developed' film, flame spreading velocity was determined using a 
motion analyzer (Vanguard, Model M-16). 
II. $urning Rates 
Propellant burning rate measurements were made using essentially 
the same test procedure and equipment described in Reference IS. 
The pressure range used was the same as for the flame spreading .. 
tests. Since spot checks showed burning rate invarience with oxygen 
8 
-" 
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\ 
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mole fraction, all tests were run in air. 
Side inhibition was also needed for the burning rate tests. 
For this case, ~" dia. x 6" long propellant rods were coated over 
their entire length with Sauereisen. The samples were then drill-
ed with 3 holes at 2" intervals. Through these were passed timing 
wires connected to a simple relay and clock circuit. This setup 
was used to take separate burning rate measurements for each -half 
of the rod • 
./ 
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'RESUL'rS' .AN)) CONCLUSI.O~S 
. .... 
A flame spreading experiment ~or the ICRPG reference composite 
propellant and its constituents has been performed in quiescent en-
vironments. Flame spreading rates have been measured under various 
conditions of pressure and chemical reactivity of the surrounding 
atmosphere. Burning rate measurements for the propellant, over 
a similar pressure range, have also been made. 
The data points, indicated in Figs. 2 thru 9 represent a min-
imum of 4 test runs each. Limits shown indicate 95% confidence 
intervals. 
PROPELLANT FLAME SPREADING (02/N2' CH 4 ' environments) 
Ali' of the propellant data obtained in 02/N 2 mixtures are dis-
played in Fig. 2. These exhibit a peaking of V'(P) characteristics 
10 
at 200 psia or so. This phenomenon had never been previously ob-
served for any combustible material. The peaktng starts at about 150 
psia, independently of 02/N2 composition. At lower pressures the 
flame veloci ty shows the familiar power-,law dependency, Va (PYox m) q> I 
wi th m=. 65 and q>=1.2 (F'ig. 3). The values of these power-law char-
acteristics are unique, in that all other materials tested in this 
or other laboratories (Ref. 14) exhibit values of q><l and values 
of the product mq><l. 
In nitrogen howeve!, although peaking also occurred at about 
150 psia, the flame spreading characteristics of the propellant could 
. q>' 
not be represented by a power-law of the fonn VaP below this p~es-
sure (Fig. 2). The propellant V(P) characteristics in methane were 
similar' to those observed in nitrogen (Fig. 4). 
BINDER FLAME SPREADING . (02/N2 environments) 
The polyurethane binder flame spreading characteristics in 
02/N2 environrn~nts followed the power-law relation throughout the 
enti,;.e pressure range (Fig. 5) I with m=2. 7 and ~=O. 75. These re- I 
. l 
I 
-------------~-------- - --- - - --p 
suIts are typical of those found for all other combustible 
materials--excluding the ICRPG propellant. 
11 
Reliable data could be obtained only in the regime of V>0.075"/sece. 
and for 02/N2 mixtures with! Yox~O.40. For conditions that pro .... 
duced V<0.075"/sec.the binder surface melted and formed a "wave" 
of "liquid polyurethane which precede,d. the flame front. When this 
Qccured, data scatter was very large, since flame propagation became 
a function of the random structure of this fluid layer. Two distinct 
patterns were observed: (I) the wave would either spread out horizon-
tally, "dragging" the flame with it; or (2) it would build up verti-
cally, and some of the liquid would flow back into the flame, which 
would keep the flame essentially stationary. No correlation of 
wave characteristics and environmental conditions could be found. 
When experiments were performed in air Y
ox
=0.21, a great deal 
, of "soot" was formed, which obscured the 'flame location and pre-
vented determination of V. No soot was observed at'Y
ox
=0.40, 0.65 
or 1.0. 
, .1 
I 
. , 
AP FLAME SPREADING (CH4 environment) 
Flame spreading characteristics of ammonium perchlorate in 
"methane proved to be similar to those of the binder in 02-inert 
environments. That is, the data could be correlated by the power-
law relation Vctp$, with $=0.75 (Fig. 5). 
-" . 
PROPELLANT DEFLAGRATION "RATE (02/N2 envirorunE~nt, Yox=O. 21) 
The propellant deflagration rate is characterized by a gradual 
I d~crease in the dependence of r on P, until at approximately 500 
,~~~ 
psia" it becomes essentially independent of further pressure'increa~e 
" ~ 
(Fig. 7). Its magnitude is approximately an order of magnitude 
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lower than the propellantrs flame spreading velocity. The pro-
pellant V(P) characteristics were sufficiently different from 
the r(P) characteristics that it was not possible to relate the 
two on any known basis. 
COMPARISON OF DATA 
Figs. I; 8 &. 9 provide a convenient overview of' the combustion 
characteristics of interest. Before studying these in detail, 
it is useful to recall the flame spreading characteristics of 
homogeneous (nitrate ester) propellants prev~ously studied in 
this laboratory (Ref. 1). 
As was found during the current study, the process of flame 
spreading had no relationship to ~he process of deflagration. 
The homogeneous propellant flame spreading characteristics in 
02/N2 environments could be correlated by the familiar power-
law relation (va(pYoxm)~) with' exponents typical of those exhibited 
by solid fuel-gaseous02/N2 systems. It was concluded that the 
oxidant vapors arising from propellant decomposition were less 
-powerful than the oxygen in the environment. 
12 
The composite propellant flame sFreading velocity characteristics 
i~ 02/N2 environments below l50psia also follow the familiar power-
law relation, but with previously unobserved strong P sensitivity 
(~=1.2) and weak Y sensivity (m~=0.78). This could be rationali~ed 
1 ox 
on the basis that the vapors emerging from AP decomposition are'more 
I _... • 
reactive than those eme~ging from the homogeneous propellant sur-
face. Bu~ the peaking characteristics at pgreater than 150 psia 
cannot be easily explained at this time. 
The familiar power-law relation and the, exponents found with 
..... ' 
the binder-gaseous o~ygen system and the AP-methane system, in 
cQntrast td the characteristics found in the propellant -02/N2 
system suggests that there is a coop,erative effect of the cons,ti-
tue;nts that strongly affects the flame spreading phenomenon in the 
p 
\ 
\ 
propellant. The propellant-methane and propellant-nitrogen sys-
tem characteristics, which are shown to be virtually identical 
on Fig. 9 and which cannot be cerrelated by the pewer-law relatien, 
suppert the importance of this coeperative effect. 
This virtually identical behavior exhibited by the propellant 
in beth the nitregen and methane environments suggests that, in 
the absence of oxidizing species in the gas phase that can react 
wi th the binder pyrelysis preducts, the f,larne' spreading charac-
teristics are independent of environmental cempesition. In this 
case the precesses controlling flame spre'ading must eccur between 
the binder and solid phase oxidant (AP) pyrolysis preduct~. 
The complexity o£ the cooperative effect is illustra'ted by 
the fact that the V fer the propellant-methane and prepellant-
nitrogen system falls below that for the AP-methane system at pres-
sures, greater than 400 psia or so (Fig. 8). 
Efferts to. medify McAlevy and Magee:s derivation to. include 
the effects of a heterogeneeus mixture of selid fuel and oxidant 
proved unsuccessful. Both the little known nature of composite 
. propellan"t deflagration; and the resulting complex three dimen':' 
sional diffusion problem associated with the composite propellant 
ma~e an expansion of their ~nalysis beyond the scope of this in-
vestigatien. Therefore, simplistic speculation cencerning the 
ztature of the ceoperative effect and its influence on the overall 
. flame spreading mechanism seems inapprepriate until a more de-
I i tailed investigation is conducted. 
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SUMMARY 
The flame spreading characteristics of the ICRPG reference 
cOlnposi te propellant and its constituents have been obtained . 
. They were compared with those of its polyurethane binder and its 
ammonium perchlorate oxidizer. The propellant deflagration rate 
was also obtained as a function of pressure and compared to the 
flame spreading characteristics. 
The binder flame spreading characteristics were quite similar 
to those exhibited by a wide variety of other combustible materials. 
All, for exampl'e, show a flame spreading velocity dependence on 
pressure and oxygen mole fraction of the form Va (pYoxm) 4>. And 
all axe typified by values of m and 4> very close, or equal, to 
those of the polyuretharte binder (i.e. m=2.7, 4>=0.75). This 
same pressure dependancy (4)=0.75) was observed for the propellant's 
ammonium perchlorate oxidizer in methane. 
Radically different results were obtained, however, when the 
product of these two constituents, the p,ropellant itself, was 
tested. The propellant flame spreading velocity showed a power-· 
la\,l dependancy, (Va (PY m) 4», wi thin only a limited pressure range 
ox 
(4<P<150ps~a). In this region the values of m and 4> were found 
to be 0.65 and 102, respectively. This high pressure exponent 
.a?d low oxygen mole fraction exponent are without precedent, and, 
suggest a cooperative effect of the constituents which strongly 
influences the flame spreading characteristics~ 
Another previously unobserved characteristic exhibited by 
the propellant was the maxima behavior. This occured at about 
i 
ZpO psia, and further increases of P resulted in decreasing V. 
This could be extremely important in practical motor applications. 
It indicates that if the combustion chamber pressure climbs to 
14 
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1 
too high a level during the flame spreading phase of the ignition 
process, it may very well have an effect opposite to that which 
is usually expected. The ignition transient may actually be pro-
longed rather than reduced. 
Finally, the finding that the flame spreading characteristics 
of the propellant were virt~ally identical i.n both methane and 
nitrogen environments could be highly significant. It suggests 
that in the absence of oxidizing, species in the igniter gases 
the flame spreading phase of the ignition transient would be un-
affected by variations in igniter gas composition. 
15 
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I PART II 
FLAME SPREAD OVER FUEL BEDS: SOIIID 
PHASE ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 
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FLAME SPREAD OVER FUEL BEDS: SOLID-PHASE 
ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 
F. A. LASTRINA, R. S. MAGEE, AND R. F. McALEVYIII 
Combustion Laboratory, Stevens Institute 0] Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey 
This paper reports on an analytical and experimental investigation of flame spread over the 
surface of a solid-fuel bed in an oxygen-inert environment. It is postulated that the processes 
controlling the flame-spreading ph~nomenon occur in a very small "ignition region" at the 
leading edge of the spreading flame adjacent to the surface, and attention is focused on this 
small region. The solid-phase en~rgy equation is uncoupled from the gas-phase conservation 
equations and solved separately, retairiing as a boundary condition t,he heat flux into the sur-
face from the adjacent gas phase. The resulting solutions in the form of simple algebraic equa-
tions, sh.ow clearly the different relationships betwep.n the physically important parameters 
associated 'with flame propagation over: (1) a IIthick" fuel bed (thcrmal wave penetration into 
the solid beneath the ignition region much less than the fuel-bed depth), and (2) a "thin" fuel 
bed (subsurface temperature gradients negligible). The "critical thickness" criterion for sepa-
rating the regions of thin and thick fuel-bed flame-spreading characteristics evolves as a natu-
rally occurring parametcr of the problem. The main dependence of heat flux on environmental' 
parameters is obtained from consideration of the gas·.phase conservation equations in a quies-
cent environment. By combining the results from the gas-phase and solid-phase analyses, 
simple' algebraic relationships are obtained between flame-spreading velocity and parameters 
of theoretical andptactical interest. Experimentany, using the techniques described in Ref. 1, 
the dependence of flame-spreading velocity on pressure level, oxidant mole fraction, diluent 
gas, initial temperature, and fuel-bed depth is d~termined for polymeric and cellulosic mate-
rials. In addition the influence of forced convective motion of the environment on flame 
spreading velocity is investigated experimentally. The analytical results provide excellent 
correlation for all data obtained in a quiescent environment, with the exception of the in-
fluence of initial temperature. Data obtained by other investigators are shQwn to be correlated 
as well. It is concluded that the role played by the solid phase in the over-all flame-spreading 
mechanism is generally understood, but the gas-phase processes require further definition. 
.-
Background and Introduction 
Extensive experiments by :McAlevy and Mageel 
in quiescient Oz/inert environments have shown 
that the flame-spreading velocity (V) over 
horizontal fuel beds is a strong function of en-
vironmental pressure level (P) and oxygen mole 
fraction (Yox)-and all of their data could be 
correlated by a power-law relationship of the 
form V ex: (PYox1n)~. In addition, they found 
that the fuel-bed surface temperature abruptly· 
increased from its initial value To to the fuel 
"burning temperature" Tb, in a very small dis-
. tance o. (For polymethylmethacrylate, the fuel 
burning temperature was approximately 750°F 
independent of the gas":phase environmental 
conditions, and 0 varied froUl 0.06 in. to 0.15 in;, 
depending on the gas-phase environment.al con-
ditions.) Following the steep temperature rise, 
the surface temperature was found to remain 
constant at Th• They postulated that TT is con-
trolled by the processes taking place within the 
small distance 0, the "ignition region" at, t.he 
leading edge of the spreading flame adjacent to 
the surface. A continuous: diffusive gas-phase 
ignition model of the flame-spreading phe-
nomenon was postulated and a simplified 
analysis of this model, supplemented by ex-
perimentally determined surface-temperature 
profiles in the ignition region, yielded the same 
power-law relationship as that exhibited ex-
perimentally. It was concluded that gas-phase 
processes in the ignition region strongly influence 
the flame-spreading phenomenon. rfhe solid 
phase was not considered explicitly, so it.s in-
fluence on the phenomenon could not be assessed. 
Other models of the phenomenon have been 
presented by de Ris2 and by Sanchez Tarifa et al.' 
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Unfortunately, in both cases, their analyses re-
sult in expressions that are sufficiently complex 
to preclude the prediction of the influence of P 
and Yox on the flame-spreading velocity. Hence, 
it is impossible to assess the degree to which 
their models and subsequent analyses are sup-
ported by experiments involving - variation of 
these important gas-phase parameters. 
de Ris solved the coupled gas and solid phase 
·conservation equations for V by neglecting the 
existence of the ignition region, and assumed, in-
stead that the classical "thin"-flame approxima-
tion is applicable down to the solid surface. This 
allowed the flame-spreading problem to be 
treated by an extension of the Schavb-Zeldo-
-'vitch formulation of the laminar diffusion flame 
problem. 
The thin flame approximation is probably valid 
at distances relatively far from the ignition re-
gion since it is reasonable to expect in this 
region that the ratio of mass transport time to 
·chemical reaction time, i.e. Damkoler number,6 
is large. However, in the ignition region, heat 
loss to the solid and a paucity of fuel vapors 
must result in a relatively low reaction intensity. 
Thus, in the ignition region, the Damkoler Num-
ber will be relatively small and hence the thin-
flame assumption is probably invalid. 
This paper presents the results of a further 
theoretical investigation of events occurring in 
the ignition tegion, both in the solid and gas 
phases. Analytical expressions are obtained 
which, when combined with empirical results, 
successfully "predict" the influence of both 
solid- and gas-phase parameters on the flame-
spreading velocity. Also presented are new ex-
perimental data which are shown to be generally 
consistent with these analytical results. Data 
obtained by other investigators are shown to be 
..,- consistent as well. 
Theory 
Analytically, in the ignition region, the soIid-
ppase energy equation and the gas-phase con-
servation equations are uncoupled fl.'om each 
other, and solved separately. The resulting solu-
tions are then combined by equating the total 
heat flux from the gaspnase to the total heat 
flux conducted into the fuel-bed interior. 
Solid-Phase Energy Equation 
i 
i In 'the ignition region, the extent of which is 
defined by 0, the temperature of a surface \, '~_ 
ment increases from its initial value To to the 
fuel "burning temperature" Tb, due to heat 
feedback from chemical reaction in the adjacent 
. , 
, ... ;", ·~~'':l,~",",,, ..•. >-.-,,t:!-~."--c._.t~_ ... ,~,; 
gas phase. Do\vnstream of 0, Tb remains con-
stant. The time required to heat the surface 
from To to Tb, the ignition period, is the time 
for the flame to propagate the distance 0, i.e. 
O/V, where V is the flame-spreading velocity. 
Assuming that heat conduction through the 
solid in the direction of flame propagation is 
negligible compared to heat conduction normal 
to the fuel-bed surface, the solution to the one-
dimensional, unsteady heat-conduction equation 
with appropriate boundary conditions results in 
the temperature profile below each incremental 
element of surface in the ignition region as a 
function of time. 
Consider a fuel bed of thickness (r) with the 
y coordinate attached to an insulated bottom 
surface. Assuming as a first approximation that 
the heat flux to the surface is constant in the 
ignition region q (0 = ql, the heat-conduction 
equation and appropriate boundary conditions 
are 
aT'/at = (KlllpIIC,) (a2T'/ay2)i (1) 
Boundary Conditions: 
t< 0: T' = 0, : all Yi 
t> 0: Ks (dT'/dy) = ql Y = r; 
dT'/dy = 0 y= 0, 
where T' = (T (y, t) - To) i Ks, Ps, and Cs are 
the thermal conductivity, the density, and the 
specific heat of the solid, respectively. 
The solution to Eq. (1) is found in Ref. 9, 
[po 112, Eq. (4)J, and is given by 
T' = (2ql/K,)[ICt/PsC,]1I2 
• lID [. (2N + l)r - Y X); ~erfc 2(K
s
t/P
s
C
s
)I/2 
. (2N + l)r + Y] + ~ erfc 2 (K,t/ PsC, )1/2 • (2) 
Using the fact that, along the flame-spreading 
surface (y = r), the surface temperature equals 
the fuel burning temperature at t'ime 'O/V, Eq. 
(2) becomes 
. Tb - To = qlO (K.PIIC,OV)-1/2[2i erfc 0 + 2 
101 
L 2i erfc (N + 1 }r], 
N-o 
(3) 
where 
f = r/ (K,o/ p,Ce V)I/2 (4) 
.... i·-, 
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CASE A.-CONSTANT SURFACE HEAT FLUX 
-I ... 
1.128 
IOL.I------~--~--~~~~~~------~2----~~4~~6~~8~,O 
DIMENSIONLESS FUEL BED THICkNESS' f I 
is the dimensionless fuel-bed thickness, i.e., the 
ratio of fuel-bed thickness to thermttl-wave 
penetration depth. But qlO is nothing more than 
the total heat flux into the solid-fuel bed (i.e., 
the heat flux to the surface minus the heat flux 
absorbed by the fuel-vaporization process), Q., 
so Eq. (3) becomes 
(5) 
where h (f) is defined as 
00 
1.128 + 2:E 2i erfc (N + l)f. 
N=() 
From Fig. 1, a log-log plot of /1 (f) versus f' 
it is apparent that for· f > 1.0, /1 (f) equals 
1.128; and for f < 1.0,11 (f) equals l/f. There-
fore, Eq. (5) can be r~:rwritten as 
Q, = 0.89 (KsPsC8 V)1/2 (Tb - To) .. 
f> 1.0 (thick fuel bed), (6) 
and 
Q, = p,C,V'r' (T" - To) 
f < 1.0 (thin fuel bed), (7) 
where V' is the thin fuel-bed flame-spreading 
velocity (as opposer.l to the symbol V used for 
the thick fuel bed flame spreading velocity) and 
r' is the thin fuel-bed thickness. Hence, a natural 
criterion, f ~ 1.0, evolves from the analysis, 
which defines the critical thickness separating 
thin from thick fuel-bed behavior. 
[Note: Analytical solutions, which differ only 
by a numerica:l coefficient from those shown in 
Eqs. (6) and (7), have been obtained by (i) a 
contrbl volume approach which enlployed, as 
boundary conditions, assumed. surface-tempera-
ture distributions, and (ii) an approach identical 
to that reported above, but assuming a linearly 
increasing surface heat flux.4] 
Gas-Phase Conservation Equations . 
For present purposes, the gas-phase ignition 
region of extent 0 is viewed as one dominated by . 
diffusion and chemical reaction, but not by con-
vection. Consequently, convective effects are 
neglected in the following analysis. 
Loca,l chemical reaction rate depends on local 
reactant concentration and local temperature. 
Arj the fuel-vapor concentration CJ decreases 
and the gas temp'erature To increases with dis-
tance. from the fuel surface, the local reaction 
rate teaches a maximum at some distance above 
the surface. This in turn results in a local max~ ~ .... , 
imum temperature at a location ii (x). It will be 
assumed that ii (x) is ve,ry small compared to 0, 
so that gradients in the x direction are neglected 
compared to gradients in the y direction. Thus, 
the rate of heat conduction to the solid surface 
is assumed large compared to the rate of heat 
conduction forward through the gas phase and, 
consequently, the latter is neglected. 
Assuming that second-order Arrhenius kinetics 
describe the chemical heat-release process in the 
gas phase, and that density (p), thermal con-
ductivity (K), specific heat (c), and o~"ygen 
concentration (Cox) are constant throughout 
the ignition region, the energy and fuel conserva-
tion equations become: 
a (iJ2To/iJy2) = - (Qc/pc)CJCoxA ex)> (-E/RTII ) 
(8) 
. . 
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and 
where: Qc is the heat released per unit of fuel 
burned, a the thermal diffusivity, D the mass 
difi'usivity, and E and A the activation energy 
and pre-exponential factor, respectively, of the 
Arrhenius function. Defining the following dimen-
sionless parameters, 
where C,., is the maximum concentration of fuel 
vapor in the ignition region, that is, at the fuel 
surface at X = P, the conservation equations 
become 
(0'10/{1'112) = - Yox~ 
X e".-p - { (E/R) (Tb + 8Qclc)-1} (10) 
02~/iJrp = Vox (a/D) (P/ C,.o)~ 
X exp - { (E/.R)(Tb + OQc/C)-l}. (11) 
Integration of the energy equation between the 
surface y = 'TJ = 0 and the plane of maximum 
temperature y = fj (x ) [or TJ = 1j (x) ] yields 
08 (x) I 1"(Z) -~- = Vox ~ 
UTJ 0 0 
X exp - { (E/R) (Tb + OQclC)-l} dr], (12) 
",.- whIch when integrated along the surface from 
:x; =0 to x = P, yields: 
('iJ~(X)1 dx = Yoxl°[[(Z) ~ 10 TJ 0 . 0 0 
-' X exp - {(E/R)(Tb+ 8Qc/c)1/2l d11] dx. 
(13) 
The naturally occurring length scale of the 
problem is assumed to be. the same ill the x and 
y direction, namely (a/ C, .,A )112. 
ThuSj defining 
Eq. (13) becomes 
I, iJfJ (x) I -- I' [1"(Z) iJ dx - Vox ~ o 11 0 0 0 
X exp - { (E/R) (Tb + OQclC)-l} dl1] ax 
(14) 
or 
l'iJO(f) I ax = YoxF(P, Vox), o iJTJ 0 (15) 
where F (P, Vox) represents the integral, which 
is an implicit function of P and Vox through 
HP, Vox). 
Finally, the total heat flux to the fuel surface in 
the ignitio~l region can be written as: 
Q. = k(Qc/c)YoxF(P, Vox). (16) 
Combination of Results from the Gas-Phase Analy-
sis with the Results from the Solid-Phase 
Analysis 
Assuming that the energy conducted into the 
surface from the gas phase is equal to the energy 
conducted away from the surfa.ce into the fuel 
bed, that is, the energy absorbed by surface 
vaporization is negligible, the right-hand side of 
Elq. (16) can be combined with the algebraic 
relationships derived from the solid-phase energy 
equation to yield 
Thin Fuel Bed: 
y,,,,kQcYoxF(P, Yox ) . (17) 
- PScBcr' (Tb - To) , 
Thick Fuel Bed: 
y", {kQcY<,x2[F(P, Yox)}2 (18) 
- P,c.c2[(.P (Tb - To)2 
Experiments-Results-Conclusions 
. 
This section is organized in segments. In the 
first, results obtained from a numerical integra-
tion of the solid-phase energy equation are dis-
cussed, and in the remaining segments, suc-
cessively, some experiments by the authors as 
well as other investigators, the results from these 
experiments and their comparison with the sub-
ject analytical work are presented. 
.~ 
.; 
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Comparison with Numerical Solution 
Values of <i. were calculated using Eq. (6) by 
employing empirical values of V (P, Yox ) and 
o (P, Yox ) for a. v~riety of environmental condi-
tions. Values of Q. were also obtained by nu-
merical integration of the two-dirnemional solid-
phase energy equation in the ignition region, 
employing as boundary conditions the empiri-
cally determined surface-temperature distribu-
tions of Ref. 1. These values, obtained by the 
two methods, are in excellent agreement, justi-
fying the underlying assumptions employed in 
the solid-phase analysis, e.g., neglection of heat 
transport through the solid phase in the direction 
of flame propagation, and therefore 'demonstrat-
ing the applicability of Eq. (6) to the flame-
spreading problem.4 
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Flame-Spreading Characteristics" of Thin and 
Thick Cellulosic Spedmem 
The flame-spreading velocity over the surface 
of cellulosic specimens was measured in quiescent 
environments of various pressures and composi-
tions. The apparatus and eAl)erimental procedure 
employed al;e described in Ref. 1. Test specimens 
were fabricated from 3 X 5 in., wQ.ite unruled 
index cards, 0.0088 in. thick. Specimens of 
varying thickness were made by a lamination 
technique. Individual cards were soaked in water, 
superposed on each other, and pressed together 
at a nominal pressure of 15,000 psi. The specimens 
.' were allowed to room-dry overnight and then 
dried for at least one hour in an oven at 220°F. 
Single cards were also dried to remove any 
moisture they might have absorbed. The speci- / 
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I I 
mens were mounted vertically in an ~sbestos 
holder which inhibited the edge-effect noted 
previously.1,1 The specimens were then ignited 
at the top and the flame spread evenly down 
both sides. 
Figure 2 shows the effect of varying thickness 
on the flame-spreading velocity in air at 1 atm. 
Over a substantial range of the thicknesses tested 
(0.0088 to 0.077 in.), the flame-spreading velocity 
varies inversely with the specimen thickness. 
For specimens thicker than 0.060 in., or so, there 
is an indication that V is less sensitive to thick-
.' ness .. Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain 
data for thicker samples at these environmental 
conditions, as the flame appeared to become 
unstable and quenched after ignition. 
Further tests were performed with single-card 
specimens and the results plotted in Fig. 3. 
Equation (4) was employed to calculat(} the 
shaded area (f~ 1) between the regime of thin 
fuel-bed flame-spreading characteristics (f < 1) 
and thick fuel-bed characteristics (i> 1). The 
data support the validity of this criterion. In the 
t-egion of thin fuel-bed characteristics, V' (P, Yc.x) 
is well represented by means of a power law. 
The pressure exponent is small (ranging between 
0.05 and O.I)-but not zero as predicted by de 
Ris2-while the dependence on Yox is much 
stronger (V' '" YoxO.9). 
In the region of thick' fuel-bed characteristics, 
experiments with laminated specimens (r= 0.077 
in.) indicated that V (P, Yox ) "" Y ox2.1p.1I3. 
These data are represented in Fig. 4. The data 
of Figs. 3 and Figs. 4 can be used to obtain in-
formation concerning F (P, Ym.). This function 
appears in both Eqs. (17) and (18). Since Eq. 
(17) predicts V' a:: YoxF (P, Yox ), and the data 
in Fig. 3 can be correlated by 'V' a:: YoxO.9 po.05, 
F (P, Yox ) is a very w'eak function of P and Yox• 
From previous measurements on thick fuel beds 
it was found that 0 "" ~.5 (Ref. 1). Thus, Eq. 
(18) can be written as V a:: Yox.2 po·5F (P, Yox). 
Co,mparison with the empirical power law 
V a:: Yox2.1 po.63 indicates again that F (P, Yox ) 
is a very weak function of P and Yox• For other 
materials and environmental conditions this de-
pendence might change somewhat. Unfortu-
nately, data for both thin and thick specimens of 
materials other than cellulose are nonexistent. 
However, data obtained previously for thick 
PPM specimens in 02/N2 environments, indicated 
Va:: . Yox2.4Spo.82 (Ref. 1). This suggests that 
F (P, Yox ) a:: YoxO.23 po.16 for PMM, a d'ependence 
slightly different than that for cellulose. It is 
believed, in the case of cellulose, that a com-
bination of data scatter and curve-fitting errors 
accounts for the discrepancy of the Yox de-
pendence Df F (P, Yox). (In the case of the thin 
fuel bed, the exponent ~ -0.1, while for thick 
beds, the exponent ~ 0.1.) 
The ability to successfully correlate the' ob-
served flame-spreading characteristics of both 
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the thln and thick cellulosic fuel beds, tends to 
verify the validity of flame~spreading equations 
(17) and (18). 
Flame Spreading Over Various :Materials-Thin 
and Thick Fuel Specimen"s 
The influence of m."ygen concentration on flame 
propagation over a variety of fuel materials in 
quiescent environments was obtained experi-
mentally by Huggett et a1.10 These authors at-
tempted to correlate the flame-spreading velocity 
with the logarithm of the specific heat of the gas 
mixture divided by the o)"'ygen mole fraction, 
i.e. V 0: log (c/ Yox). Figure 5, which showl3 
typical data obtained by Huggett et a1., demon-
strates that the flame-spreading data can 9JSO be 
correlated equally well by V 0: (C/Yox)-b. 
According to Eqs. (17) and (18), and the 
results reported for cellulose which implied that 
F (P, Yox ) is a weak function of P and Yox, V 
should be proportional to (c/ Vox )-b, where 
b ~ 1.0 for thin fuel specimens and b ~ 2.0 for 
thick fuel specimens. Table I lists the type and 
thickness of the fuel specimen, the empirical 
exponent b" and the theoretically predicted ex-
ponent b. These l'esults, which were not inter-
preted in this fashioll by Huggett et aI., are 
generally consistent with the predicted de-
pendencies of thin and thick fuel beds on o},."ygen 
concentration and specific heat of the gas mix-
ture. 
Effect of Preheating the Unburned Fuel Bed by a 
Ra~iation Source 
The influence on flame propagation of pre-
heating the unbul'l1ed fuel bed was investigated 
~p~----------~~-------------------------------------------------~------------ - -
SPECIFIC HEAT OF MIXTURE 
OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION 
30 40 
.(~) (BTu,eF-MOLE' Yox 
FIG. 5. V vs (c/Yox ) for various Oz/inert mixtures. 
by Kwentus in both quiescent and convective 
flow environments.u The fuel bed (12 in. wide 
by 4 ft. long) consisted of a layer of tamped 
shredded newsprint (approximately 0.02 in. 
,/ thick) placed on top of an insulating Fiberglass 
base. The flame velocity was obtained for vari-
·ous total radiant heat fluxes striking the un-
burned fuel bed and for various environmental 
cohditions. Typical data of fla~le velocity (V) 
versus total radiant heat flux (Qr) are shown in 
Fig. 6. Values of the slopes of V versus Qr varied 
from 11 in.2/Btu to 20 in.2/Bru, depending on en-
vironme~tal conditions. . 
For this experiment, the total heat flux to the 
TABLE! 
Comparison of experimental and predicted exponent of Yox for t.hin and thick fuel beds 
Fuel specimen 
Material 
p~per 
P~inted surface 
. Foam' cushion 
Wood 
Cellulose acetate 
• Data from Ret 10. 
Thickness 
(in.) 
, I 
0.008 
0.016 
0.250 
0.066 
0.250 
Empirical 
exponent· 
0.96 
0.91 
2.06 
1.74 
1.27 
th ~ 1 ,for thin fuel specimens; b ~-2fol' thick fuelspecimens~ 
. 
Predicted 
exponentt 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
transition thickness 
2.0 
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unburned fuel surface is made up of a normal 
heat flux from the flame (Qs) plus the heat flux 
from the controlled radiation source (Q,). Ex-
tending the thin fuel-bed analysis presented 
herein* [Eq. (7) ] for the case of two inde-
pendent heat fluxes to the surface, it is apparent 
that 
or 
The above analysis predicts that the flame 
velocity should increase linearly with the radiant 
* The validity of assuming a thin fuel bed cannot 
be verified since the magnitude of 0, requu'ed to 
determine the critical thickness separating thin from 
thick fuel beds, is not reported by Kwentus. The 
thickness of the fuel (0.02 in.) is less than the critical 
thickness of cellulosic specimens 0.03 in. 
heat ft.ux; and the slope of this line should equal 
1/ P8CsT' (Tb - To). Using appropriate values for 
P8T', C, and (Th - To), the value of the slope is 
approximately 11 in.2/Btu.4 Thus, the subject 
data support the analytical results. -
Influence of Initial Temper4£ture on Flame-Spread-
ing Velocity 
The influence of the initial temperature of the 
solid on flame-spreading velocity in a quiescent 
environment was investigated for both PMM 
and cellulosic specimens. However, a different 
experimental procedure was employed for each 
material. 
In the case of PMM, O.125-in.-thick samples 
of the solid (0.37,5 X 3 in.) were mounted hori-
zontally in a test chamber.! The chamber was 
charged with oxygen at atmospheric pressure 
and the temperature of the top surface, i.e., the 
flame-spreading surface, was raised to the de-
sired value (up to 223°F) by conductive heating 
from .a strip-heater fastened to the specimen 
bottom surface. Thermal gradients 110nnal to 
/ 
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Fuel 
PPM 
Cellulose 
TABLE II 
Experimental values of n 
Thin 
2.5 
Thick 
1.95 
2.4 
the surface were minimized by employing rela-
tively long heating times, e.g., 15 min. The 
sample was then ignited by an electrically 
heated wire. 
The cellulosic specimens were mounted verti-
cally in an asbestos holder, placed in an isothermal 
oven (18 X 18 X 15 in.) and heated to the 
desired temperature (up to 3789F). Once the 
specimen achieved thermal equilibrium with the 
surroundings, it was ignited at the top and the 
flame spread down both sides. Hence, both 
specimen and environment were at elevated 
temperature. Both thin (0.0088 in) and thick 
(0.077 in.) cellulosic specimens, identical to 
those referred to earlier, were tested. 
The data obtained from these experiments 
'were correlated using the relationship 
as suggested by Eqs. (17) and (18),· to obtain 
empirical values of n. This required knowledge 
of Tb for both materials. Values of Tb have been 
obtained for PMM· (750°F),l and cellulose 
(700°F for thin specimens and 780°F for thick 
specimens.12 Using these numbers, values for n 
were extracted and are reported in Table II. 
The PPM result is in excellent agreement with 
the theoretical prediction of Eq. (18), Le., 
n .=. 2 for thick fuel beds. While the thick cellu-
losic specimen results, n = 2.4, compares some-
w~at less favorably with the prediction, the 
thin-bed cellulosic results, n = 2.5, does not 
support the prediction of n = 1. In fact, the 
tePlperature sensitivity is approximately the 
same for both thin and thick cellulosic speci-
mens. Deviation from prediction for cellulosic 
specimens might be a result of their decomposition 
process, for, while PMM may be thought to 
undergo a simple surface decomposition-vapor-
ization process upon application of surface 
. heating, there is evidence thn,t cellulosic mate-
riils undergo decomposition in depth.13 . 
T.4us, the PMM data, and to a lesser extent 
th~ thick cellulosic data, support the subject 
analysis, as well as that of de lUs. But more 
information concerning the transient thermal 
decomposition characteristics of cellulosic mate-
rials is required before the thin specimen data 
can be rationalized. 
Flame Spreading in Convective Flow Environ-
ments Opposed to the Flame Spread 
The present support for the proposed flame-
spreading mechanism ia· a quiescent environ-
ment suggests that an attempt to analyze flame 
spread in a convective environment might 
reasonably be mounted. Its mathematical de-
scription is exceedingly more complex (see dis-
cussion in Ref. 1) and the solution will require 
a massive effort. Presented below are some ex-
perimental observations that might suggest 
simplifications to aid the theoretician as well as 
provide a basis for testing the validity of theo-
retical predictions. 
Experiments were pel·formed in a "blow-down" 
wind tunnel, driven by high-pressure, bottled 
test gas. The test-section geometry was 1 X 1 X 
12 in. The test gas (02/inert mixtures) was 
admitted through five manifold-holes located in 
the head end, and swept over 0.12~in.-thick, 
f1ush-mounted,test specimens (0.375 in. wide X 
4 in. long), located along the centerline with the 
leading edge 4 in. from the head end of the test 
section. An inorganic cement was used along the 
specimen sides tci insure that the propagating 
flame remained planar. The back end of the tunnel 
was open to the atmosphere. 
No attempt was made to measure the velocity 
profile over the specimen. Instead, the mean 
flow velocity was calculated from measured 
mass-Jiow rates by means of the continuity equa-
tion. 
Specimens were ignited by an electrically 
heated wire (certain conditions requireclthe 
use of an easily ignited ignition charge) at the 
back end. Flame-spreading-velocity data was 
only taken over the middle 2 in. Polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMM) and polyurethan.e (ICRP) 
were subjellted to test. Typical data are shown in 
Fig. 7. 
All data exhibited increasing flame-propagation 
velocity with increasing flow veloQity until a 
"criticaP' flow velocity was reached. All of the 
data obtained below the critical flow velocity 
could be correlated by the empirical power-law 
relationship • 
V 0:: UO•34 Y b ox, (20) 
where U is the test-gas-flow velocity. (This 
finding contrasts with the de Ris prediction of 
V 0:: U.) Values of "b" for both the quiescient 
and forced convectiveenvironmel1ts are listed in 
Table III. The empirical dependence of Von YOlt 
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TABLE III 
Experimental values of b 
* Reference 1. 
t Reference 8. 
Quiescent b* 
2.46 
2.03 
1.48 
PMM 
Convective b 
1.94 
2.04 
1.36 
appears to be identical in both the quiescient and 
forced convective environments. 
To investigate further t,he influence of forced 
convective motion on flame propagation below ihe 
critical flow velocity, a limited number of surface-
temperature-profile measurements were made (at 
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least three tests were performed at each of four .' 
values of U) using the techniques reported in 
Ref. 1, with PMM in 46% O2, 54% Ar. E:>"'Peri-
mentally, 0 was found to vary with U in a, way 
that can be correlated by the empirical power 
law 0 Q: U-1I3. For this result to be consistent 
x X 
4.0 6.0 20 40 
FLOW VELOCITY, U (FT 1:~;EC) 
FIG. 7. V vs U for thick polymethylmethacrylat.e specimens_~)lvironments. 
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with the observed flame-spreac!ing dependence 
on flow velocity and Eq. (6), Qs is required to 
be essentially independent of the flow velocity. 
Results from the numerical work demonstrated 
this fact." 
Summary 
Attention was focused on a small ignition region 
at the leading edge of the spreading flame. Alge-
braic relationships were developed which were 
more successful than previously developed ex-
pressionsl- 3 in explaining a variety of experi-
mentally observed phenomenon. It is concluded 
that processes occurring in the ignition region 
are of paramount importance in the flame-
spreading phenomenon and that the role played 
by the solid phase in the over-all flame-epreading 
mechanism is generally understood, but the gas-
phase processes require further definition. 
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COMMENTS 
J. de Ris, Factory l1futual Research Corp. It is', 
indeed fortunate that we now have experimental 
measwements for flame spread over thermally 
thin and thick materials or the same chemical 
composition over wide ranges of ambient oxygen 
concentration and pressure. These results can be 
compared to the thertilally thin and thick theories 
pr~sented at the previous Symposium. These 
theories pOstulated that the flame-spread mech-
anism over i[)(IIid fuels is· controlled by forward 
conductive heat transfer through the gas phase. 
It was shown that the forward heat condu:ction 
through the solid phase does not influence the 
flame-spread rate for a thermally thick fuel bed. 
By postulating that the gas-pha~e reaction ki-
netics ar.einfinitely Jast, and therefore not con-
trolling, it Was possible to solve the associated 
ma'thematical models, provide.d one assumes 
constant density, transport pro\:;:,!~/Aesand uni-
form velocity profile. . 
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The thin fuel-bed solution for the spread 
velocity V is 
V~ (V2X/PwCpwT) 
X {[T(£ame) - T(vap)]/[T(vap) _. Toe]}, 
where T is the fuel-bed half-thickness and sub· 
script w stands for the solid phase. Corre· 
spondingly: for a thermally thick fuel bed, we 
have 
v = Va (flCp'A/pwC,4D'AW1/) 
X {[T(flame) - T(vap)]/[T(vap) - TooJ}2, 
where 
is the effective gravitationally induced gas-phase 
velocity evaluated one characteristic gas-phase 
length 2X/ (pCp Va) above the fuel bed. 'AwlI is the 
fuel-bed thermal conductivity normal to the 
surface. 
The thin fuel-bed formula predicts a spread 
rate independent of both the opposing gas 
velocity Va and the pressure; however, the spread 
rate does increase with the adiabatic stoichio-
metric flame temperature T (flame). The thick 
fuel-bed result is quite different. In this case, the 
spread velocity is proportional to Va, so that in a 
quiescE.'ut environment with gravity, the spread 
rate is proportional to the two--thirds power of 
pressure. As explained in the previousSymposlum, 
. one can predict the thick fuel-bed velocjty using 
the t.hin fuel-bed formula, and estimating the. 
depth of heat penetration T8i into the solid phase 
beneath the flame. 
The data taken by Royal and reported by 
Lastrina and Magee are correlated in Fig. A. 
The coordinates are chosen so that both the thin 
and thick fuel bed data should correlate if the 
theories are valid. The ordinate is proportional 
to the spread velocity, while the abscissa is 
proportional to pressure. The thermal pl~operties 
for the solid phase correspond to those selected by 
Parker,l who also considered the downward 
burning oyer white index cards. The thermal ---
conductivity of the cards was estimated on the 
basis of Parker's measurement of the density. 
The thermal properties of the gas phase were 
arbitrarily selected to be those of nitrogen at the 
vaporization (i.e., pyrolysis) temperature of the 
cards. The flame temperatures were selected on 
the basis of the flame-gas specific enthalpies, 
which provide a better measure of the gas-phase 
heat transfer. These enthalpy differences are 
indicated by C1.[T(flame) - T(vap)J. The spe-
cific choices of property values do not influence 
the shape of these curves; they influence on1y the, 
relative positions. . 
One sees 'that the correlation is indeed excel-
lent, especially for o~JTgen mole fractions X02 
greater than 21 %. The data for 21 % O2 has the 
correct shape, but is shifted downward and to the 
right. 
These data lend powedul support to the two 
theories. This agreement suggests that gas-phase 
~Jr------r----------------'-----------------~----_____________ r-__ ~ 
XO'2 XN2 
<3 - toq 0.00 
I 
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react.ion kinetics is unimportant in the mnge of 
experimental conditions. However, one does 
anticipate that, as the pressure or oxygen C011-
centm.tion decreases there will be a marked drop 
in flame-spread mte due to reaction kinetics. 
This extinction point should be sensitive to small 
concentrations of gas-phase inhibitors. 
Assuming the terms Qc!CYoxF (PYox ) are 
proportional to Tf - Tb, and making this sub· 
stitution in Eqs. (17) and (18), yields 
(21 ' 
• J 
and 
Reference Va: K2(Tf - Tb)2jPs CsK so(Tb - TO)2. (22~ 
1. P_"-RKER, W. J.: "Flame Spread Model for CeUul 
losic Materials," presented at the 1969 Centra- The denominator in Eq. (4) is Tai, so that 
States Section, The Combustion Institute, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, March 1969. T = TjT'i = T[ (PsCs V)1/2j (Kso)1I2J. (23) 
Authors' Reply. Our simple derivation of flame-
spreading velocity as a function of a variety of 
influential parameters results in the naturally 
occurring criterion [Eq. (4)J for discriminating 
between thermally "thin" and "thick" fuel beds, 
insofar as the flame-spreading characteristics are 
concerned. Different equati')ns [Eqs. (17) and 
(18)J relating flame-spreading velocity and these 
parameters are requifed for the successful correla-
tion of data in each region, as demonstrated 
herein. The model underlying the derivation is 
consistent with most of de Ris's comments con-
cerning the details of the mechanisms operative 
during flame spreading. 
Manipulation of our equations, incorporating 
de Ris's equation for Va, permits evolution of the 
grouping of terms plotted as the coordinates 
shown on the figure accompanying his comment, 
and hence the exact shape of the curve as well. 
---
.' 
Recognizing our ignition region 0 as de Ris'~ 
characteristic gas-phase length, 
(24) 
where 
and substituting Eqs. (22), (24), and (25) into 
Eq. (23), yields 
The ordinate on Fig. A follows directly from 
Eq. (21), and the abscissa from Eq. (26). 
p 
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THE MECHANISM OF FLAME SPREADING OVER THE 
SURFACE OF IGNITING CONDENSED-PHASE MATERIALS 
ROBERT F. McALEVY, III AND RICHARD S. MAGEE 
Combustion Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N, J. 
This paper describes an experimental and theoretical investigation of the fundament,al 
mechanism by which a flame spreads over the surface of a condensed-phase material in a 
quiescent gaseous environment containing a eomponent with which it can react chemically. 
It is postUlated that the advancing flame vaporizes the surface material lying before it. As 
these vapors diffuse awn,y from the surface, they undergo an exothermic reaction with the 
chemically active component in the gaseous environment, and ignite; thus, flame spreading 
is viewed as continuous diffusive, gas-phase ignition. 
Flame-spreading velocities have been measured for a variety of solid materials in Odinert 
environments between 4 and 415 psia. Well-defined experimental conditions yielded re-
producible results, and thus suggest that flame-spreading velocity is an intrinsic combustion 
quantity. All data can be correlated by a power-law relationship between the flame-spreading 
velocity (ll) and two gas-phase: parameters-pressure (P) and reactive component mole 
fraction (Yox)-in the form 
It is concluded that V is controlled by a gas-phase physical process-probably t'ither 
heat or mass transfer-which supports the mechanism proposed. 
Temperature distributions ahead of the propagating flame were obtained from surface-
mounted, fine-wire thermocouples. The temperature level as the flame passes over the thermo-
couple bead is independent of P, Yo:.:, and inert diluent, and about 1200 C below that measur:cd 
previously during steady-state vaporization. Thus, it is concluded that direct surface attack 
by oxygen is unimportant during flame spreading and that the transient v8,porization phe-
nomenon is probably quite different than that of steady pyrolysis. 
The mathematical statement of the postUlated Bame-spreading mechanism is sufficiently 
complex that a complete analytical solution is currently impossible. Postponing numerical 
solutions, simplistic analyses were conducted that resulted in predicted flame-spreading 
characteristics that were well supported by the datr., obtained. over the entire range of experi-
mentatiQn. Based on the evidence presented, the authors conclude that the postulated theory 
is probably valid, and engineering design of systeUJ,s involving flame-spread control now can be 
put on a rational basis. 
Background and Introduction 
Flame spreading is an important factor in the 
ignition of solid-propellant and hybrid rocket 
motors) fires in manned spacecraft, building fires, 
and forest fires. However, the basic mechanism 
_of flame spreading has been unknown, and thus 
various attempts to control flame-spreading rate 
necessarily had 'to proceed on an empirical basis. 
The subject research program was designed to 
produce a fundamental understanding of the 
flame-spreading process with the ultimate ob-
jective of providing a rational basis for controlling 
,fire spread. 
Observation of flame spreading during solid 
rocket motor ignition was reported by Parker 
et al,1 who postulated successive ignition of local 
portions of the propellant surface as a result 
of convective heating. Ban'ere and Moutet2 ob-
tained an empirical correlation of the rate of 
combustion chamber pressure rise and flame-
spreading rate during the ignition transient in a 
hybrid-rocket motor, but did not arrive at a 
fundamental understanding of the process. 
Recent. tragedies involving fires in oxygen-rich, 
mauned space capsules have focused attention on 
the fire hazards associated with such atmospheres.3 
However, the mechanism of rapid flame spreading 
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under such conditions was not considered in 
arriving at suggested design modificat.ions,4 so 
the proposed design changes for improved safety 
could not have been based on rational criteria 
concerning flame spreading-and, consequently, 
they probably are not as effective as others that 
are available within the same framework of 
constraints. 
In a recent survey of the field, it was concluded 
that the present level of understanding of fire 
spread in buildings and forests lies somewhere 
between a qualitative description of the phe-
nomenon and an empirical correlation of data.5 It 
appears that, for example, an essential first step 
for the prediction of the rate of spread of fire 
through a building is the description of the 
mechanism of flame propagation over the surface 
of the v&'ri,ous building materials. 
Although there have been many investigations 
of the solid-fuel or solid-propellant ignition 
process in gaseous oxidant environments, and a 
number of practical flame-spreading studies,I,2,6-8 
there appears, with the exception of the work pro-
duced in the authors' laboratory, to be only one 
previously published theoretical investigation of 
the basic mechanism by which a flame spreads 
over such surfaces once ignition occurs.9 Tarifa 
and Torralb09 have produced an analysis in 
wlich the flame propagation velocity was calcu-
lated by assuming that the flame reaches a certain 
location when the temperature of the fuel surface 
at that location reaches an "ignition tempera-
ture." Heating of the fuel a~lead of the flame is 
treated by considering radiative heat transfer 
from the flame burning at surface locations 
already ignited to those being ignited, and two-
dimensional heat conduction within the fud.!J 
This thermal theory neglects interdiffusion of fuel 
and oxidant vapors, a process believed important 
by workers in this laboratory.lo More recently, 
Friedman also suggested that the diffusion pro-
cess must be, included in any complete model.ll 
Workers in' this laboratory have proposed a 
theory of flame spreading that views the process 
as continuous, diffusive gas-phase ignition.10 
Evidence from a number of sources has led the 
authors to postulate that the principal exothermic 
chemical reaction of importance in flame spread ... 
ing takes place in the gas phase.lO Therefore, 
vapors emerging from the condensed-phase 
material mu~t be transported to this site in order 
for the reaction, to take place. Heat required for 
vapor~zation' of the condensed-phase material is 
supplied by the advancing flamea.nd by feedback 
from the exothermic gas-phase reaction. The first 
mathematical analysis of this phenomenon was 
produced aJter making extensive simplifying 
assumptions. Nevertheless, it resulted in a pre-
dicted power-law dependence of flame-spreading 
velocity upon environmental pressure and reac-
tive component mole fraction that was generally 
supported by data obtained for a wide variety of 
solid materials (e.g., thermoplastics, solid-rocket 
propellants, and an inorganic oxidant), albeit 
over a very narrow range of experimental 
parameter variation.lO Improved analysis fol-
10wed.12 ,13 These will be reviewed in the Theory 
section and discussed in the Results and Con-
clusions section. 
Previous experimental studies were conducted 
at atmospheric pressure and below in oxygen-
nitrogen environments.lO The subject results were 
obtained over a much-expanded pressur'0 range 
(up to 415 psia) and the inert diluent was varied 
to include helium and argon in addition to 
nitrogen. This large variation of the thermody-
namic and transport properties of the environ-
ment was made to permit more-comprehensive 
testing of the power-law prediction, and better 
assessment of the importance of mass and heat 
transfer in the flame-spreading process. Also, 
temperature distributions ahead of the spreading 
flame were obtained from surface-mounted, fine-
wire thermocouples. These data were incor-
porated in the prediction of flame-spreading-
velocity characteristics as well as employed 
diagnostically to determine the n9,ture of the hea.t 
transfer from the advancing flame to the surface 
before it and the response of the surface to the 
transient heating. 
Experimental Approach 
Flame-Spreading-Velocity lvI easurement 
The flame-spreading velocity over the surface 
of various thermoplastics and solid-rocket propel-
lants was measured in quiescent environments of 
various pressures and compositions. Small test 
specimens (3 in. X 0.375 in. X 0.125 in.) were 
mounted, smooth 3 in. X 0.375 in. surface up-
wards, onbacking plates (3.25 in. X 0.5 in.) and 
burned in a relatively large test chamber (10 
in. Ld. X 18 in.) fitted with an: observation 
window (Fig. 1). 
Pressure increase in the chamber during, flame 
spreading was reduced to a negligible 1evel by 
connecting a large surge tank (10 cu. ft.) to the 
test chamber~ kone-wayyalve was inserted be-
tween 'the chamber and the surge tank. In pre-
paring to run at a selected pressure, the surge tank 
was first pressurized to that level with compressed 
air. After placing a mounted specimen in the 
chamber, 3 in. X 0.375 in. surface upward, the 
chamber was sealed and then evacuated and 
charged with the selected test gas to the pressure 
in the surge tank, thus opening the check valve. 
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The chamber gas was allowed to become quiescent 
before igniting the specimen. This approach 
eliminated complications of the flame-spreading 
process of forced convection; and minimized the 
complication of free convective effects, inextric-
ably linked to the spreading wave itself, that 
i , 
neurby objects would produce. 
The specimens were ignited by an electrically 
heated wire positioned along the 0.375 in. edge on 
the top surface. In order to insure uniform and 
simultaneous ignition across this edge of the 
specimen, it was necessary to fasten the ignition 
wire to the surface with plastic cement. To 
prevent the flame from spreading too rapidly 
along the 3 in. edges of the specimen--a phe-
nomenon that takes place faster than flame 
spreading over the top surface, and therefore one l that could result in spuriously higher measured 
values of the latter process-it was necessary to 
'--'I' inhibit the edges of the specimen. An inorganic 
compound, Sauereisen Insa-Lute Adhesive Ce-
'I ment, No. 1 paste, was applied to the sides and 
I extended over the 3 in. edges and onto the top surface for a distance of about 1/32 in. i Flame spreading data were obtained for high 
I spreading velocities from cinecamera records. 
J Low spreading velocities (below about 0.1 , in/sec) were determined from stop-watch meas-
I urements of the time required for the flame to - propagate a fixed distance (2 in.). For those events recorded photographically, Kodak Tri-X 
j 16-mm film and a Bell and Howell 16-mm, i Model 70-Dl cinecamera wer~ used. The film 
was exposed at a calibrated rate between 24 and 
71.6 frames/sec, the higher rates being used for 
the higher flame-spreading velocities. From the 
developed film, flame-spreading velocity was 
determined using a motion analyzer (Vanguard, 
Model M-16) to measure the distance propagated 
during the known time between selected frames. 
The spreading velocity was found to accelerate 
immediately after ignition, reaching an ap-
parently steady value after the flame had spread 
over about 0.5 in. of the specimen surface. Only 
the steady values of fhune-spreading velocity 
were recorded and reported herein. 
Surface-Ternperature-Profile ~M easurement 
Surface-temperature profiles ahead of the 
propagatiltlg flame were obtained for two thermo-
plastics (polystyrene and polymethylmethacry-
late). To discern accurately the nature of the 
temperature profile, it was necessary to employ 
extremely fine thermocouples (7.6-,u-diam wire, 
15-,u-diam bead, Pt/Pt-l0% Rh). These were 
fabricated by the authors. The thermocouple-
mounting procedure was as follows: The surface 
of the specimen was moistened with a solution of 
the thermoplastic in methylethylketone, and the 
bead carefully positioned approximately two-
thirds the distance from the ignition wire, with 
the leads extending to the far end of the speci-
men. Once the solution dried, the specimen was 
viewed under a high-power microscope to ascer-
tain that the thermocouple was firmly affixed to 
the specimen surfa.ce. 
The thermocouple signal was fed into a high-
'impedance amplifier (Honeywell Model 104 
Accudata DC Amplifier). The amplifier signal 
was fed into a continuously-recording galvanome':" 
tel' (Honeywell Model 9060 Visicorder Oscillo-
graph). As the flame passed over the bead, a 
history of thermocouple-output voltage was pro-
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DIRECTION OF 
--, PROPAGATION 
REACTION ZONE DETAIL 
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FIG. 2. Pl'ocess(ls involved in continuous diffusive gas-phase ignition mod!.'! of flmnr. spreading. 
duced. The recorder-chart speeds employed were 
2, 10, and 50 in./sec, depending upon the flame-
spreading velocity. Knowledge of the flame-
spreading velocity permitted the histories to be 
converted to spatial distributions. 
rfhe recorder was calibrated by means of a 
precision potentiometer. Assuming the thermo-
couple characteristics were represented by those 
given in National Bureau of Standards Circular 
No. 561, temperature profiles were obta,ined. 
Theory 
The theory is proposed with the intent of 
describing the phenomenon of flame spreading 
over the surface of a condensed-phase material in 
a gaseous environment containing a component 
with which it can react chemically. Evidence 
from a number of sources has led the authors to 
believe that the principal exothermic chemical 
reaction of importance in flame spreading takes 
place at a site in the gas phase.IO Therefore, vapors 
emerging from the condensed-pha.se material 
must be transported to this site in order for the 
reaction to take place. Heat required for vaporiza-
tion of the material is supplied by the advancing 
flame. The processes involved a1'6--.d~picted 
schematically in Fig. 2. -. 
Ignition starts at a certain surface location in 
advance of the flame when it experiences a tem-
perature increase due to the approaching flame; 
at a sufficiently high temperature the surface 
pyrolyzes and emits vapors. As the vapors diffuse 
away from the surface, they react chemically with 
the active component in the environment, 
liberating heat and increasing the local tempera-
ture and, hence, the heat feedback to the surface. 
The advancing flame, hu,ving now moved closer 
to this location of intel'est, further accelerates 
the vaporization Tate and thus the vapor-trans-
port rate; the heat-release rate is continually 
accelerated by the increasing vapor-flow rate to 
the site of active chemical reaction, leading to a 
temperature "run-away" to ignition. Ignition 
occurs just as the flame reaches the location. 
Thus, flame spreading is postulated to. be a, 
process of continuous, diffusive, gas-phase igni-
tion. 
This mechanism of flame spreading is believed 
to be valid whether or not the surrounding 
environment is in motion. However, during the 
subject program, the investigation was limited to 
consideration of the process in a quiescent en-
vironment in order to reduce the complexity of 
mathematical analyses. (As outlined in Ref. 10, 
historical precedent for considering the quiescent 
situation first is found in the development of the 
gas-phase theory of solid-fuel ignition by a hot 
oxidant-containing gas.) Even so, the equations 
for conservation of mass and energy required to 
completely describe flame spreading in a quiescent 
environment take the form of a set of four, un-
steady, very nonlinear, two-dimensional, coupled, 
partial-differential equations. A complete solution 
should result in an eigenfunction for the flame-
spreading velocity. (Since the phenomenon of 
interest involves heat transport in a principal 
direction that, is normal to the principal direction 
of mass transport, their complete solution would 
be materially more difficult than, for example, the 
solution of diffusive, gas-phase ignition of a con-
densed-phase material by a hot gas containing 
a reactive component, where heat and mass 
transfer occur in parallel directions.I4 ) It appears 
that a complete analytical solution is currently 
impossible, and expensive numerical solutions 
have been postponed pending further verification 
of the mechanism proposed. In their place, 
simplistic analyses have been performedIo ,12.13 in 
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order to produce predictions of flame-spreading 
velocity within the compass of the proposed 
theory. These will be 1'eviewed briefly. 
The principal assumption that flame spreading 
is continuous, diffusive, gas-phase ignition, is 
expressed mathematically as 
(1 ) 
whe1'e V is the flame-spreading velocity; 0 is the 
distance along the surface of the condensed-phase 
material that is affected by the presence of the 
flame (this quantity was determined experi-
mentally, which allowed the gas-phase-energy 
equation to be "uncoupled" £1'om the solid-phase-
ene1'gy equation and 1'esulted in a noneigenfunc-
tiOll solution); tin is the time between the instant 
at which the advancing flame fil'st produces a 
significant effect at a location on the surface and 
the instant at which ignition occurs in the gas 
phase above that location (this quantity was ob-
tained f1'om va1'ious solutions of the one-dimen-
sional, unsteady conservation equations in the 
gas phase, as discussed below). 
The analyses producedlO ,12,13 we1'e all designed 
to obtain a prediction of tin, and were all based on 
a number of common subsidiary assumptions 
concerning the elementary processes involved. 
Fo1' example, it was assumed that: mixing takes 
place by molecula1' inte1'diffusion; gas-phase 
chemical reaction is second order, and occurs at a 
rate described by the Al'1'henius expression; den-
sity, specific heat, transport properties, etc., were 
con~tant; consumption of gas-phase reactant and 
diffusing vapors is negligible during ignition, 
which allows "uncoupling" of their mass-conser-
vation equations from the gas-phase ene1'gy 
equation; and, in Refs. 10 and 12, a "zeroth-
order" solution was obtained by integration of 
the gas-phase-energy equation. Finally, since the 
pivotally important boundary condition-the 
vaporization response of the surface to transient 
heating-is current,ly unknown for all materials, 
it was necessary to make a heuristic assumption: 
that the surface-vaporization rate has a power-
law dependence upon time throughout the igni-
tion period. 
(Only experiments performed in oxygen-inert 
mixtures are repo1'ted on herein, so the mole 
fract.ion of l'eactive gas-phase component will be 
designated by Yox. However, the theory is not 
restl'icted to solid fuels and gaseous oxidants-it 
is equally valid for the inverse situation.) 
All the analyses have resulted in a predicted 
power-law dependence of tin upon environmental 
pressure (P) and gas-'phase reactive component 
mole fraction (Yox ), that can be represented as 
(2) 
where the values of sand {3 depend upon the 
detailed nature of the particular assumptions 
made in the different analyses. Nevertheless, in 
all cases, {3 was predicted to be relatively inde-
pendent of the environmental gas composition, 
but sensitive to the transient vaporization 
characteristics of the condensed-phase material, 
while s was predicted to be independent of the 
transient PYl'olysis process (and therefore, pre-
sumably, the nature of the condensed-phase 
material), but stl'()l1gly dependent upon the 
nature of the inert diluent. 
Substituting (2) into (1) yields 
(3) 
In order to produce a meaningful prediction of 
TT, it is necessary to know 0= 0 (P, Yox). Experi-
mental results to be presented in the next section 
indicate that this function can be represented in 
the form 
(4) 
then 
l' ex: l' (P, Yox) 
becomes 
(5 ) 
where 
cp={3-r (6) 
and 
111 = (s{3 - rq)/ ({3 - 1'). (i) 
Results and Conclusions 
Flame-spreading velocity was measured for two 
types of nitrate ester propellants, here referred to 
as Propellant A and Propellant B, (obtained 
through the kindness of J. P. Picard, R. G. 
Wetton, and R. F. Jasinski of the Propellant 
Laboratory, Feltman Research Laboratory Divi-
sion, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J.), and two 
thermoplastics that are typical of composite 
propellant fuel-binders, polystyrene (PS) and 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMM). The propel-
lants were tested in mixtures of oxygen (02 ) and 
nitrogen (N2 ), and the thermoplastics in mixtures 
of O2 and N2, O2 and argon (Ar), and 02 and 
helium (He )-of various levels of oxygen mole 
fraction (Yo:.:) and total pressure (P). Surface-
temperature profiles ahead of the advancing 
flame were obtained for PS in O2 and for PMM in 
mixtures of 02/N2, O2/ ArJ and 02/He at various 
levels of Yox and P. This section is organized in 
segments in which, successively, some results and 
then conclusions based on those results are 
presented. 
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FIG. 3. Log V vs log P for two thermoplastics in 02/N2 environments. 
A. The experimental approach employed re-
sulted in a spreading flame that was in all cases 
well defined, propagated unif('rmly after being 
established, and remained perpendicular to the 
long side of the specimen during its transit. With 
few exceptions, all data were within ±5% of the 
arithmetic mean values shown on the accom-
panying figures. 
Thus, it is concluded that when specimens are 
prepared with care and experimental conditions 
are well defined, a reproducible flame-spreading 
velocity can be measured that is an intrinsic 
combust,ion property of the particular system. 
That is, the flame-spreading velocity over the 
surface of a condensed-phase material l in an 
environment containing a component with which 
it can react chemically appears to be a property 
analogous to the laminar flame velocity in 
gaseous combustible systems. In both cases, 
measured velocities are influenced by experi-
mental apparatus, size of test specimen; and con-
ditions of test---'Including initial temrerature and 
motion in the environment. These influences on 
flame-spreading-velocity measurements are cur-
rently under study in this laboratory. (Failure to 
control experimentally such influences, including 
specimen preparation and mounting, led to large 
scatter in the data previously obtained by othersll 
and so the iJ:>.trinsic nature of the flame-spreading 
velocity was not discovered.) It is recognized that 
the values for 17 obtained by the authors reflect 
the particular experimental approach employed. 
However, the low data scatter and smooth de-
pendence of V upon P and Yoz suggest that the 
factors influencing flame spreading in the subject 
experiment will be common to all well-defined 
experiments. 
B. All the data obtained to date in the authors' 
laboratory, which involves over 1500 experiments 
performed with solid ammonium perchlorate in a 
fuel gas environment,10 composite solid propel-
lants in chemically reactive environments, and 
the subject data with nitrate ester solid pro-
pellants and thermoplastics, can be correlated by 
a power-law relationship between V and two gas-
phase parameters P and Yoz• (Discussion of the 
distinction between propellant· normal deflagra-
tion and surf~lCe flame spreading appears in 
Ref. 15.) Specifically,the influence of P on V for 
the two thermoplastics for various values of Yoz 
in Oz/N2 and 02/He environments is shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The measured flame-
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spreading velocity in all cases' could be correlated, 
~ over a pressure range of 400 psia, with the test-gas 
1 environmental parameters Yoz and P (see Figs. 5 
~ and 6) in the form 
teristics in oxygen-containing environments are 
well represented by Eq. (5) for both materials. 
This implies that, for the conditions tested, the 
propellant fuel vapors react more vigorqusly with 
the oxygen of the environment than with the 
oxidant component of the emitted vapors.] 
which is identical to Eq. (5). Thenitrate ester 
propellant data could also be correlated by this 
equation over the same pressure range. Experi-
mentally determined values of «f? and mare 
shown in Table I. 
Due to the fact that the systems tested had 
widely varying chemical properties, a general 
conclusion can be drawn from the successful cor-
I relation of all these data by the same equation: V 
11 is controlled by a common, gas-phase, physical 
process-probably either heat or mass transfer. 
[However, it is possible to draw implications 
concerning important chemical processes as well. 
Fori example, the vapors emitted from the surface 
of the nitrate ester propellants contain both fuel 
and oxidant components, while those coming 
from the surface of a thermoplastic contain only 
I,fuel. Nevertheless, the flame-spreading charac-
~ 
C. Over 200 surface-temperature profiles were 
obtained frOin PMM in various oxygen-inert 
diluent mixtures. A typical surface-temperature 
profile is shown in Fig. 7. The distance ahead of 
the flame substantially affected by the presence 
of the flame was extracted from these profiles. 
Since the surface temperature is a continuously 
varying function of the distancfl ahead of the 
flame, it was necessary to be arbitrary in charac-
terizing the distance "substantially affected." 
The distance over which the surface temperature 
grows from 10% to 90% of its final value was 
selected for this purpose and defined as 0* 
(Fig. 7). Inspection of the profiles revealed that 
0* Was a function of P, Yoz, and type of diluent 
that could be represented as 0* a: (PPOZ)-T, 
with the values of rand q given in Table II. 
Thus, the use of Eq. (4) in the Theory section is 
justified-and this empirical information, in com-
bination with the results of the analyses that 
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FIG. 5. Log Y vs log Y3ux P for polymethylmethacrylate in OdN2 environments. 
yielded Eq. (2), yields Eq. (5), which as stated 
above, permits excellent correlation of all data 
obtained to date. 
D. It was found that rn is a function of diluent 
gas and type of specimen, either thermoplastic or 
solid propellant, while cJ>, although dependent 
upon the type of specimen, is relatively insensi-
tive to the diluent gas (see l'able I). The theo-
retical analysis predicts that cJ>- = cJ> ({3, 1') and 
m = 111,(8, (3, 1'., q). -
Therefore, qualitative predictions regarding cJ> 
and ,m can be made from qualitative information 
of t})e quantities 8, (3, r) q. Table II indicr.tes that 
r is bnly somewhat dependent, while g is strongly 
dependent, upon the inert diluent in the -envi1'on-
men!tal test gas. Also, a,s stated in the Theory 
section, (3 should be sensitive to the pyrolysis cha~act~ristics of thespe.cimen, but relatively 
independent of the environmental gas composi-
tion; while 8 is strongly dependent upon the inert 
diluent. 
as stated above and listed in Table I, support 
these qualitative predictions. 
E. Values of cJ> and rn may be calculated from 
Eqs. (6) and (7) if the parameters 8 and (3 are 'I 
known. Theoretically predicted values for 8 can ;i 
be calculated on the basis of Eq. (19) of Ref. 13. ,: 
Based on the heuristic assumption of a power-Ia,w 
increase of surface vaporization rate with time, 
Eq. (20) of Ref. 13 results in the prediction that " 
1/ {3 < 3' Since r> t empirically (Table II), Eq. rt.-
(6) yields negative values of cJ>, which is contrary L 
to ,,'hat is found experimentally. 11 
Therefore, it is concluded that while the U 
simplified analysis resulted in the correct pl:edic- y-
tion of a functional dependence of TT upon P and 
,.- -
l 
,-
Thus, the theoretical analysis predicts that cJ> 
should be dependent upon type of specimen, but 
only slightly sensitive to environmental test gas, 
while m should be a function of both inert diluent 
and type of specimen. The experimental findings, 
Yox, and allows qualitative predictions to be ~ 
made regarding cJ> and n~, it restilts ill poor ~ 
quantitative predictions. This failure could be 
caused by an error in the proposed theory or in '~ 
the assumed boundary condition) or in an over- $:-
simplification in the analytical treatment.. or): 
more probably) in some combination of these. In; 
any case, an unequivocal assessment cannot be ~ 
made at. this time~ More information is required. '1-
F. For the heuristic assumption of constant: ! 
smface-vaporization rate, a "zeroth-order" solu- •. '~l--\-~~ 
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tion of the one-dimensional, unsteady conserva-
tion equations for diffusive, gas-phase ignition 
results in the prediction tio ex: p-1.44, according to 
Ref. 16. The result of this analysis, i.e., {3 = 1.44, 
when employed in the calculation of m and 4>, 
yields the values displayed in Table III. The 
- agreement between prediction and e}.-periment is 
remarkably close. And further, if it is assumed 
heuristically that tio depends inversely upon, 
Lewis Number, as suggested in the analysis on 
page 17 of Ref. 13, then the predicted value for 
m in the 02/He environment becomes 1.6, and 
agreement is even better. 
It is concluded that the previous failure in 
TABLE I 
. Specimen 
Propellant A 
Propellant B 
Polystyrene 
Polymethylmethacrylate 
Experimental values of <P and m 
OdN2 
<P 
0.62 
0.65 
0.76 
0.82 
m 
2 
2 
3 
3 
Environmental composition 
0.80 
0.78 
1.9 
1.9 
OdAr 
0.83 
0.78 
2.6 
2.6 
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producing quantitatiye agreement between the 
predicted and experimentally determined power-
law exponents was due to misrepresentation of 
the pivotally important bounda.ry condition of 
surface-vaporization rate. 'fhe proposed theory 
and simplifying assumptions employed in pro-
ducing the solutions appear to be valid. [How-
ever, it is recognized that, for certain experimental 
conditions, "uncoupling" the equations, etc., is 
not valid and numerical integration will have to 
be performed. Compare the solutions of Ref. 16 to 
Ref. 14, for example.] 
The authors recognize that the success to date 
of the proposed theory of flame spreading is 
necessary, but not sufficient, for absolute proof of 
its validity. It is possible that other theories 
might also result in successful prediction of flame 
spreading characteristics. For example, although 
not pointed out by the authors of Ref. 9, the solid-
phase thermal theory could yield a dependence of 
P, Yox, and inert diluent upon V, if their influence 
on surface heating by the flame (say by radiation) 
were properly taken into account. But since 
surface-heating effects have been incorporated 
empirically into the subject analysis, by substitu-
tion of Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), this suggested ex-
tension of the thermal theory will probably not 
yield closer prediction than the subject analysis. 
One conclusion is that direct surface attack by 
oxygen is unimportant during flame spreading. If 
it were, then changing the oxygen concentration 
by two orders of magnitude would have an 
important influence on the measured "ignition 
temperature." Thus, this finding represents addi-
tional evidence to support the author's assump-
tion that the principal exothermic chemical 
reaction of significance in flame spreading takes 
place in the gas-phase. [Elsewhere in this volume 
workers from the University of Utah report a 
strong influence of surrounding environment on 
"ignition temperature,"-but, in light of tlie 
present evidence, it is suggested that this ap-
parent influence is a manifestation of their in-
direct way of arriving at the "ignition tempera-
ture," and their unrealistic assumption that 
therrp.al transport properties are temperature 
independent.] , .. 
Dtiring steady combustion of PMM with an t 
impinging oxygen jet, the temperature at the 1,:,1", 
vaporizing surface was found to be greater than I 
TABLE II 
Experimental values of q and r 
for polymethylmelihacrylate 
Environmental 
composition q 
02/N2 0 
02/He 1.0 
0.2 
r 
0.50 
0.55 
0.60 
, \ 
- -- -
" 
, 
G. As the spreading flame passes over the 
thermocouple bead, the measured surface tem-
perature rose to its maximum value and remained 
constant (see Fig. 7). It was found that, within 
the limits of data scatter (±25°C), this tempera-
ture is approximately 400°C and is independent of 
P, Yox, and inert diluent. 
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TABLE III 
Calculated and experimental values of <I> and m for polymethylmethacrylate 
Environmental composition 
OdN2 02/He OdA.!· 
(s = 2.0)* (s = 2.3)* (s = 1.5)* 
Calculated 
Experimental 
1.44 
* Calculated from Eq. (19) of Ref. 13. 
<I> 
0.94 
0.82 
m 
3.1 
3.0 
<I> m <I> m 
0.89 3.1** 0.84 2.4 
0.78 1.9 0.78 2.6 
** Becomes 1.6 when suggested Lewis Number dependency is included. 
500°0,17 This large difference in surface-tempera-
ture level in the two cases suggests that caution 
should be exercised in extrapolating to unsteady 
combustion situations the surface-vaporization 
information obtained by steady-state experi-
mentation. 
To date the authors have found no evidence to 
refute the validity of the proposed continuous, 
diffusive, gas-phase-ignition theory of flame 
spreading. In addition to its success in predicting 
the flame-spreading characteristics of a wide 
variety of solid condensed-phase materials, recent 
experiments performed by the authors suggest 
that it will be equally successful for liquid fuels. 
[Oaution must be exercised in separating the 
surface motion induced by the thermal expansion 
of the heated liquid beneath the flame from the 
apparent velocity in the laboratory coordinate 
system, in order to extraet V.] Measured values 
of V for liquid fuels of low volatility--i.e., 
kerosene-are approximately equal to those re-
ported herein for solid fuels. 
It is believed. that the flame-spreading process 
is sufficiently well understood that a rational 
basis for the engineering design of systems in-
volving flame spreading is now possible. For 
example, as a consequence of the subject program, 
a rational basis for the selection of manned 
capsule environments has emerged for minimiza-
tion of the rate of flame spreading following 
accidental ignition.Is 
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COMMENTS 
H. TV. Ernmons, Harvard University. The 
authors present some excellent flame-velocity 
data that shows an unusually excellent correla-
tion with gas-phase parameters. Before we can 
conclude that the spread rate is· controlled by 
the gas phase only, we must know whether 
the solid-phase parameters varied in the dif-
ferent tests. Can the authors supply any in-
formation on the variation of such solid-phase 
parameters as thermal conductivity, thermal 
diffusivity, pyrolysis temperature, heat of py-
rolysis, etc. 
R. F. lIfcAlevy and R. S. Magee. The flame 
spreading phenomenon involves a complex chain 
of interconnected processes, so it might be uu-
l'ealistic to think of one as having a rate that 
"controls" the rate at which the over-all phe-
nomenon itself proceeds. Nevertheless, some 
thought has been given to testing the influence 
of solid-phase parameters on flame-spreading 
velodty. For example, in the authors' view, the 
solid-surface transient vaporization characteris-
tics (which might be described in terms of 
pyrolysis temperatUl'e, heat of pyrolysis, etc.) 
are pivotally important, but they are currently 
unknown fol' all materials. And so there is no 
hope at the present of a meaningful investiga-
tion of the influence of this factor on the flame-
spreading velocity. Further, with the exception 
of ammonium perchlorate, all the materials 
tested have transport parameters (thermal con-
ductivity and thermal diffusivity) that lie within 
a factor of 3 (which is probably true for most 
organic solids of interest), and there was no 
apparent correlation of flame-spreading velocity 
with these parameters. But, even assuming that 
the factor-of-5 difference in flame-spreading 
rates of the thermoplastics and nitrate ester 
propellants is due not to chemistry, which it 
probably is, but rather to some "solid-phase 
parameters," the flame-spreading rate of each 
can be changed by a factor of 100 by changes 
of gas-phase parameters. It is this powerful 
effect that suggests that, in the chain of proc-
esses involved in flame spreading, the gas-phase 
link is of paramount importance, although the 
authors realize that no link can be neglected 
if the phenomenon is to be understood com-
pletely. 
M. Barrere, ONERA. Your experiments show 
that the influence of pressure on flame-spreading 
velocity seems to be well defined and measurable, 
whereas it is much less so in ignition experi-
ments and depends upon the e}..1)erimental ap-
paratus. There is even a wide scatter in the 
results from one author to the other. It is ) 
. therefore most important to measure ignition, '--
delays and flame-spreading velocities in the F 
same experiment, at least so long as ignition 
phenomena are not better known. 
R. F. lIfcAlevy and R. S. Jlfagee. Barrel'e's 
observation that flame-spreading data are more 
reproducible than ignition data is correct and 
can be rationalized in the following way. , 
The two most probable sources of data scat- , .. 
tel' in solid-propellant ignition experiments are: ., 
(1) differences in actual surface heating ex- \; 
posures, and (2) differences in criteria for de- ;1 
termining the instant of ignition. During flame 
spreading, the surface heating exposure is pro-
vided by the advancing flame itself, mther than 
by an externally imposed stimulus, which elimi-
nates (1), and instead of working with the 
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~ ignition-criterion-dependent ignition delay, the 
J irblttri~sicdallfY relatt}ed flame-lslPreadlllllgdr fivelodcity ~s 
~ 0 allle, rom Ie genera y we - e ne POSI-
, tion of the flame front, which eliminates (2). f The connection between ignition delay and 
4 flame-spreading velocity developed in our paper 
11 H could be employed to extract very useful igni-i tion-delay information from flame-spreading data. 
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Perry L. Blackshear, University of Minnesota. 
In the event the flame-spread rate is much 
slower than the normal laminar flame speed, 
I would expect the heat flux to the surface 
to be related to the size of the fuel bed (i.e., 
the way steady-state burning rates of fuel slabs 
vary with size). We have found that as the 
size increases, heat flux first decreases, remains 
constant, then increases &harply, and finally 
reaches a plateau at sizes of approximatively 
1 meter. For the larger flames, radiation heat 
flux is perhaps 5 times that of convective flux 
and has a range of influence on the order of 
flame diameter. 
Jack B. II oward, Massaehusetts Institute of 
Technology. Your conclusion that radiation i~ 
important in flame propagation along such 
small specimens as those employed in your 
experiments is very interesting, especially since 
some rather low pressures were employed. Would 
you point out the experimental basis of this 
conclusion? Does the observed influence of 
pressure on flame-propagation velocity agree 
with predictions based upon radiative energy 
transport? 
R. F. lVlcAlevy and R. S. lVlagee. The senior 
author mentioned during presentation of the 
paper that radiation from the flame to the 
solid surface lying before it appeared to be the 
principal mode of heat transfer forward. As the 
supporting evidence was incomplete, no mention 
of this was made in the paper itself. But in 
response to Prof. Howard's question, a bit of 
the e-vidence will be presented here. 
It was observed that when propellant B was 
tested in ail' at atmospheric pressure, the flame':' 
spreading velocity increased by 25% when the 
width of the specimen was increased from 
0.375 in. to 0.75 in. Calculations show that the 
j 
_-rT1c·,·«q~~ 
"view factor" for radiant heat transfer from 
the flame to the propellant surface lying a dis-
tance 0 ahead of the flame also increased by 
about the same amount, and therefore, so did 
the radiant-flux level. Thus, in this very limited 
range of experimentation, it appears that flame-
spreading velocity is linearly dependent on 
radiation-flux level. But, much more data need 
be taken before a general conclusion can be 
drawn. Until this information is available it 
seems premature to work out a detailed scheme 
for predicting the pressure effect on radiative 
energy transport. 
, 
G. S. Pearson, Rocket Propulsion Establish-
ment, ·Westcott. Can you relate these results 
on flame spread over fuels in oxygen to flame 
spread over a composite propellant containing 
ammonium perchlorate in an inert atmosphere? 
Would the mechanism change under these con-
ditions? , 
R. F. McAlevy and R. S. :Magee. Flame 
spreading over the surface of condensed-phase 
materials is postulated to be a process of con-
tinuous, diffusive, gas-phase ignition. To date, 
we have treated analytically the case of a single-
component solid material (either fuel or oxi-
dizer) in a gaseous environment cont!)'ining a 
component with which it can react chemically. 
However, the postulated mechanism of flame 
spreading is believed to be valid also when 
both reactive components are initially in the 
solid phase. Of course, in this case, both com-
ponents must vaporize and inter-diffuse before 
ignition, and hence flame spreading, can occur. 
For composite solid propellants, the transient 
diffusion process is three dimensional in nature, 
and therefore analytical treatment will be much 
more difficult than the case treated in the paper. 
(To put into perspective the complexity of this 
problem, the reader is reminded that the com-
posite-solid-propellant deflagl'ation mechanism 
is essentially unknown in detail, principally 
because the underlying quat/i-steady, three-di-
mensional diffusion process could not be treated 
successfully. ) Nevertheless, a study of the 
composite-propellant flame-spreading mechanism 
is currently under way in the authors' labo-
l"atory. 
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PART IV 
FLAME SPREADING OVER THE SURFACE OF IGNITING 
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Flame Spreading over the Surface of Igniting Solid 
Rocket Propellants and Propellant Ingredients 
ROBER~l' F. IVrcALEVY III,* RICHARD S. l\fAGEE,t JOlIN A. 'VRUBEL,t AND FRED A. HOROWITZ§ 
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J. 
Thc vclocity at which a Ball1c spt'cads OVCl' thc surfacc of igniting nitratc cstCJ' propcllants, 
al111'00l1iunl pcrchloratc, and thCl'luoplastics has becn Incasurcd as a functiou of Pl'CSSllrC lcvcl 
nod chClnicalnaturc of thc surrounding, quicsccnt atul0sphcl'C, as well as spcchucn surfacc 
condition. SUlall tcst specinlcns, 11lonnted horizontally, pI·cpa.·cd surfacc upward, in a rela-
tivcly largc tcst cham,bcr, WCI'C ignitcd and thc flamc-spreading yclocity cincmatogl'aphically 
obtained. Flanlc-sprcading velocity was found to val'Y: dircctly with pressure level (be-
tween 0.1 and 1.0 atln); directly with oxygen f.·action.of environments composed of oxygen-
nitt'ogen InixtU1~es; and invel'sely with spcdmeu Slll'facesn100thness. For rough-suI'faced 
spedluens,photogl'apbic evidence of t'al1(lun1 ignition sites ahead of thc spreading flamc has 
bcen obtained, presulllably a I'csult nt enhanced 1'adiant hcating. A gas-phasc Illodcl of 
ffalllc sprcading is prcscnted; flalllc spreading is viewed as a continuous gas .. phasc ignition 
proccss. FOl'slHooth-sul'faccd spccin1(~ns, an analytical prcdiction of Halllc-spreading vclocity 
dependcncc on gas-phase paramcters is supported by the data obtained. 
Intl'oduction 
THE rapidly E'xpanding utilization of solid propellant pro-pulsion systems dming the past decade or so has given 
rise to a rather large number of solid propellant rocket motor 
265 
,_. ignition studies. Historically, the treatment of motor igni-
tion has been a purely empirical matter, and to a great extent 
it remains so even today, despite this recent flourish of atten-
tion. It is hoped, perhaps optimistically, that as a result of 
these studies it will be possible to establish a valid basis for 
surface might be exposed to a complex combination of conduc-
t;,.m, convection, and radiation heating, heat liberated by 
condensation of certain vapors, heating due to ~xothernHc 
chemical reactions with hypergolic igniter comp01lents, etc. 
Several elementary experiments have been designed to meas-
ure propellant ignition response to one or more of these igni-
tion stimuli. A number of techniques have been employed in 
this regard-electrically heated wires,l detonation tubes,2 
shock tubes, a,4 arc-imaging furnaces, 5 exposure to powerful 
oxidizing agents,6 and many others.7,s These have demon-
strated that, in general, propellant ignition delay varies in-
versely with surface heating rate, pressure level, and chemical 
reactivity of the surrounding atmosphere. Current inter-
pretations of these results are divided into two schools: that 
which considers the principal exothermic processes leading to 
ignition to take place in the gas phase following some vapori-
zation of propellant constituents; End that which considers 
the priDcif1al exothermic processes to take place on the solid 
propellant surface, leading to vaporization. However, even 
in this latter interpretation, it is necessary to account for the 
subsequent gas-phase exothermic processes in order to arrive 
at a complete description of the ignition event. 
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the rational design of ignition systems, or at least to evolve a 
set of rules for the scaling of successful systems to meet the 
requirements of new applications. Ideally, it should become 
possible to calculate the minimum weight of igniter charge 
that is perfectly matched to any motor, in order to produce an 
optimized ignition pressure transient, without excessive pres-
sure rise or ignition delay, but which is highly reliable over a 
wide range of operating conditions. 
Almost every type of operational igniter acts by heating 
exposed sUl'faces of the propellant grain-the source of energy 
being the hot products produced by combustion of the igniter 
material. ThB over-all motor ignition process, following ig-
niter firing, can be thought of most conveniently as being com-
prised of three principal phases: 1) heating of the exposed 
grain surface to incipient ignition conditions, and the actual 
development of ignition at some locations; 2) spreading of 
the flame over the remainder of the surface; and finally 3) 
filling the chamber with propellant combustion products until 
the equilibrium chamber pressure level is reached. In many 
systems the igniter continues to fire dming the flame-spread-
ing and chamber-filling phases, thus necessitating that its in-
fluence be accounted for in any completely valid description 
of these systems. 
A great variety of heating inputs are possible, depending on 
the type of igniter employed. For example, the propellant 
Recent experiments in this laboratol'y,9,lO as well as tho8e 
in others,22 have led the present authors to conclude that 
whereas it is probable that thermochemical attack on a pro-
pellant surface by a certain class of violent oxidizing agents, 
e.g., F2 and CIFa, could lead to ignition via a heterogeneous 
reaction it is highly unlikely that this mechanism is valid 
when le~s powerful agents, such as O2) are present. Thus it 
is believed that, when violent oxidizing agents are not present, 
propellant ignition, both in the laboratory and in rocket 
motors, is principally a gas-phase process. Following flame 
spreading over the entire surface, the pressure rise to the 
equilibriunl chamber pressure level can be described quite 
simply-it is obtained from a balance bet,ween the rate at 
which gas is being generated, both by igniter combustion and 
Presented as Preprint 66-68 at the AlAA 3rd Aerospace combustion of the propellant grain, and the rate at which it is 
Sciences Meeting, New York, January 24-26, 1966j submitted being expelled through the nozzle, while suitably accounting 
January 28, 1966; revision received September 7, 1966. This for thermal energy generation and exchange.23 
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becomes an item of considerable interest when precise firing 
schedules must be met, e.g., when these motors are "clu~~­
tered/~ Finally, it appears as if the time for flame spreading 
might be the most difficult to reduce in the development of 
antimissile missile boosters, where promptness in achieving 
fun motor ignition is at a premium. 
It has not been l)Ossible to establish a thoroughgoing, 
fundamental unde~'standing of the phenomenon of flame 
spreading over an igniting solid propellant surface. A num-
ber of preliminary studies have been reportedY-15,23 How-
evel', all but one of these focused on the flame-spreading 
phenomenon in situations that were sufficiently complex-
principally b(~cause of the presence of strong forced convec-
tion-to prrclude elucidation of the underlying mechanism. 
That 0"1C15 Nas based on an elementary laboratory experiment 
designed to measure the response of flame-spreading velocity 
to variation of environmental conditions. It bears the same 
relationship to the second phase of motor ignition that the 
elementary ignition eA1)eriments1-K bear to the first phase 
add, now completed, is described herein. 
Composite solid propellants are composed of a hetero-
geneous mixture of ingredients. Recently, it has been 
recognized that an excellent way to arrive at au tmderstand-
ing of the combustion phenomena of these propellants is to 
start by investigating the behavior of the individual ingre-
dients separately. This approach has been employed pre-
viously in studies of the ignition phenomenon4 and the de-
flagration phenomenon,16 and has been taken for the subject 
study of the flame-spreading phenomenon. The flame-spread-
ing velocity over the surface of two thermoplastics, typical of 
composite propellant fuel-binders as well as the fuel compo-
nent of hybrid rocket motors, was measured in mixtures of 
oxygen and nitrogen. The flame-spreading rate over the 
surface of ammonium perchlorate, currently the most popular 
composite propellant oxidant, was measured in methane. 
Mixtures of ammonium perchlorate crystals and polystyrene 
beads were also te:-:ted. Specimen surface condition was var-
ied widely and employed as an independent test parameter. 
Nitrate ester (double-base) propellants were tested so that the 
flame-spreading chara.f'teristics of this homogeneous type of 
propellant could be compared with those of the heterogeneous 
type. The dependence of flame-spreading velocity on double-
base propellant chemical energy level was investigated, as 
the three propellants selected differed principally in nitro-
glycerine-nitrocellulose ratio. 
Theory 
The phenomenon of flame spreading over an igniting 
propellant surface is viewed herein as one of continuous igni-
tion; thus, the flame-spreading phenomenon is linked inextric-
ably to the ignition phenomenon. When a flame spreads 
smoothly over an igniting propellant, the elements of sUliace 
lying before it are brought successively to ignition by the in-
fluence of the approaching flame-the propellant element im-
mediately ahead of it being at a condition of incipient 'igni-
tion and ignition delay of the elements increasing monotonic-
ally with increasing distance from the flame. [Note: SUl'-
face roughness could intensify radiant heat flux at certain lo-
cations, thus reducing ignition delay and producing early 
ignition at sites relatively far ahead of the flame. The re-
sulting nonsmooth flame-spreading process lies within the 
compass of the model proposed, but not of the analysis pre-
sented.] 
The conclusion of others8 surveying current understanding 
of the solid propellant ignition phenomenon, as well as recent 
experimental results,9.10,22 has led the authors to beJieve that 
the principal exothennic process leading to solid propellant 
ignition takes place in the gas phase following some vaporiza-
tion of propellant constituents. In the Tare event when vio-
Jent oxidizing agents, such as ]'2 and ClFa, are, present at the 
igniting propellant smface, the heating generated by direct 
surface attack probably has a strong influence on ignition and 
flame spreading. However, this exotic process was not stud-
ied during the subject program and is n.ot included in the 
model proposed herein. 
The elucidation of the gas-phase mechanism of solid pro-
pellant ignition was evolved from conductive heating experi-
ments," and the first analytically predicted dependence of 
ignition delay time on exposure condition resulted from a 
"zeroth-" order solution to an apPl'Oximateform of the energy 
equation, which had been uncoupled from the remaining 
conservation equations. 4 A few year's work and an elec-
tronic computing machine were required to obtain solutions to 
the complete set of conservation equations?7 and only now is 
the gas-phase mechanism of solid propellant ignition being 
investigated analytically for convective heating.18 In the 
present scheme of things, the subject effort in elucidating the 
flame-spreading mechanism is on a leyel analogous to the igni-
. tion work descl'ibed in Ref. 4. However, theoretical analysis 
of the flame-spreading phenomenon is materially more dif-
ficult. It involves heat flux forward from a moving flame 
at a right angle to the flux of propellant vapors up from the 
smface, whereas in the analogous ignition situation4 the heat 
flux is from a still gas environment and the propellant vapor 
flux is in parallel with it. Therefore it should be expected 
that this first analysis of the gas-phase flame-spreading mech-
anism will be on an even more primitive level than that first 
analysis of the gas-phase ignition mechanism. 
The assumptions underlying the analysis, in addition to 
that of smooth flame propagation, are: 
1) The distance ahead of the approaching flame (thermal-
layer thickness) which is affected by the presence of the flame 
is constant. 
2) '1'he principal exothermic processes leading to ignition 
takes place in the gas phase; it results in a temperature "run-
away" at a distance above the surface, X*, which is taken to 
be constant. 
3) The concentration of test gas at X* is unaffected by the 
diffusing propellant vapor. 
4) The propellant vapor concentration at X*, (C),,*, is 
proportional to pt", where p is the gas density, t is the time 
following the instant when the flame presence is first felt, and 
n is a positive constant (see Ref. 19 for exact solutions to 
controlling mass diffusion equation). 
5) The chemical reaction between propellant vapors and 
test gas-the only reaction considered in this analysis-is 
Becond order. 
6) The rate of heat loss 01' gain from the ignition location .is 
negligible compared with the rate of chemical heat production 
at that site. 
1) The temperature dependence of chemical reaction rate 
follows the Arrhenius expression, and the high value of ac-
tivation energy for the controlling kinetics justifies the use of 
a gas-phase "ignition temperature" concept. 
At the si.te of ignition, the energy equation takes the form 
pCp dT/dt = Qchem (1) 
\vhere 
p the density (mass/unit volume) 
C p the heat capaci.ty /unit mass 
T the absolute temperature 
t time 
QClhem = the rate of chemical heat production 
Wit~lin the framework of the assumotions . ! . -. 
(2) 
where 
!l the heat of eombustioli of the gas-phase reactants/ 
unit mass 
C u the concentration of the reactive con)ponent in the 
test gas (mass/unit volume) 
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A th Arrheniu, pre-exponential facto r [(ma, , l uni t 
volume) - I/ unit tinw 1 
H th a ti\'ation ener!!:y for the ga."- )h ::\.'~ rpact ion 
R the universal ga con, tant 
• ubstitu ting (C)r* a: pt" in (2) yield, 
(3) 
and noting that CQ = Zp, where Z i the weight fraction of the 
chemically I'f'acti\'e component in the te t gas, Eq, ( I ) be-
come 
(4) 
Assuming pelfect O'a beha\' ior, p = pI RT, where P is the 
pressure in t he sUlTotmding atmo 'phere, (4) can be wri tten as 
(5) 
All term, wi thin t he brackets are constant of the ~y tem, 
except 2', 0 t hat it can be represented a a fun ction of T 
only, say f (T ). Thus, this take the form 
f (T )dT a: ZPt"dt (6) 
When inteO'rated between the limit: t = 0 when T = To, 
where To is the ini tial temperature; and t = T (where T is the 
ignition t ime delay) when T = T jg , Whf'J'L' T j g is the " ig;nition 
tem perature, " (6) becomes 
J : ==1:'jg f (T )dt a: ZPTn+l (7) 
Assuming both To and T jg constant, (7) become 
T a: (ZP) - 1/( "+ 1) ( ) 
Xow, remembering that 1) T is the in telTal between the 
in tant at which the advancinl!; fl ame fir, t produces a ig-
nifi cant effect at a certain locat ion and the instant at which 
igni tion of t h propellant \'apors occurs at that location, and 
2) that the di tance ahead of the flame that is affected by t he 
presence of the flame is as umed to be a con, tant, then the 
flame spreading velocity V must vary inveniely with T. That 
IS, 
V a: l i T a: (ZP) I/(n+ l) (9) 
Thus, this simplified analy i predicts a power law cp -
pendence of Von Z and P, wi th an f'xponent, 1n = 1/(n + 1), 
having a value less than unity, as n must alway be positive. 
E",perimen tal Approach 
mall test specimens, mounted horizontally, fre hly pre-
pared surface upward, in a relatively large vacuum-tight test 
cha mber (8t-in. i.d . X 1 in. ) were ignited by an electrically 
heated wire placed along the top edge, and the flame spreading 
was recorded by means of a motion picture camera. T his ap-
TO \aCWM PUMP,----<C:X~_;::~~- 'TO SURGE TANK 
IGNITION SYSTEM TEST CHAMBER 
BSERVATION WINDOW 
MOUNTED SPECIMEN 
FROM TEST 
GAS SUPPLY- '/ 'TO MANOMETER 
~CI.ECA"E'A 
Fig. I Schematic of appaaratus for flame spreading 
velocity measurement. 
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proach complctcly climinated cq);nfifi~~t ion ' of the fl ame-
preading ])I'occs.- duc to fOl'c('d con\'ection; and virtually 
climi nated the complication 'of the free cOIH'ection effect, 
immutably linkf'd to the .- preading ignition \\,a\'e it If, that 
nearb~' objects \\' uld producc . Pl'e . .:;;ure incr a e of the Uf-
roun ling atmosphcl'r dming fl ame . wcading \\'a rendered 
negligible b,\' connecting to thc tr, t chamber a large tank (10 
ft 3) . An lin st ructrci "it,\\, of the phcl1omenon within 
t he ch~ ('I' \\'as providrd by an o"sr l'\'at ion " 'indo\\,, through 
\.~-hreT1 thr C\'l'll t \\'as filmed (FiJ,!:. 1) . 
.- 111 ordrl' to insme unifol' lll alld simultaneous ignition aero s 
the short , ide of t he top cdgc of the ,'pccimen tll'face, it was 
nrcessar~' to fasten the ignitioll \\'ire tightly to the urface. 
J n ordcr to I ,.'c\'cn t a too rapid 'Preudin O' of the fl ame along 
the l on~ cdge of the specinwn- a phenomenon that takes place 
fastcr t han flamc spreading O\'CI' t he urface, and therefore 
could rcsult in spurioll.-ly hi~hCl' mca. ured value for the latter 
process- it \\' as ncccssary to inhibit the edge of mo t peci-
men'. An inorganic cemcnt , consist ing of a 'besto and water 
glas, in a \\'cig;ht ratio of 1:5 and applied to the ide of these 
specimcns, produced , when dricd, a firmly bonded protective 
coating. I, urthrr dC\'l' lopment demon trated that the ef-
fect i venps~ of this inhibition could be imprO\'ed by extending 
the side coat ing 0\'Cr the edge and on to the top for a d i tance 
of about .h in . Thi .- tech niquc was employed to inhibit all 
specimens requiring it. After mounting a specimen in the 
chambcr and c'raling, it \\'a ' e\'acuated and churged with the 
selected teo t ga.-. Evacuation and charging was repeated 
twice morc to inslII'e that the gas in contart with the speci-
men would be, in fact , the elected test gas. Finally, t he 
pre ure in the chamber \\'a' brought to the de ired level and 
the specimen in'nited. 
The event wa recorded on motion picture fi lm , exposed at 
a calibrated rate of 4 framesl ec, and, following develop-
ment, a motion a llalyzer wa employed to obtain the flame-
spreading \'elocity , i.e ., the mea ured propagation di tance 
per 24 (or, in some casrs, 4 ) fram interval. It was noticed 
that immediately fo llowinl!; igui t ion , the preading velocity 
was omewhat unsteady, alLhough it became steady well be-
fore the flame had pread to the specimen midpoint. Never-
theless, only spreading over the final half of each specimen 
was analyzed and reported herein. 
Results and Conclusions 
Nitra te Ester Propellants 
Three types of nitrate e tel' propellants, obtained through 
the kindnes of J . P. Picard, R. G. Wetton, and R. F. Jasinski 
of the Propellant Laboratory, Feltman Research Laboratory 
Divi ion, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J. , were subjected to 
test. They are designated here as propellants 1, 2, and 3, in 
order of ascending nitroglycerine-to-nitrocellulo e ratio con-
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tained by each. (The exact compositions cannot be revealed 
here.) 
The specimen surface (I! X t in.) was cut and polished 
t r a smooth finish, and then the sides and about a lzin. 
.. (lmeter of the prepared surface were inhibited. The 
flame-spreading velocity in the 1 ~ in. direction was measured: 
at atmospheric pressure for 4 different mL'{tures of oxygen 
and nitrogen (Fig. 2); in a Z = 0.534 mixture of oxygen and 
nitrogen at 4 subatmospheric pressures (Fig. 3); and in O::-''Y-
gen (Z = 1) at 4 subatmospheric pressures (Fig. 4). The 
spreading Harne was in all cases well defined, propagated uni-
formly after being established, and remained perpendicular 
to the long side of the specimen. With the exception of one 
testing condition, all data obtained were within ±6% of the 
best fit curve drawn through the arithmetic mean points, and 
most were within ±3%. 
The analysis presented herein predicts, from Eq. (9), 
V a: (ZP)". 
where rn is a constant having a value less than 1. When the 
data depicted in Figs. 2-4 are plotted as log V vs either log Z 
or log P, a small: (15%) decrease of rn, from a value close to I, 
is exhibited as the independent variable increases. The 
lowest values of the independent variables at which repro-
ducible data were obtained are very close to the lower limit 
of Hame spreading for the propellants tested. Since the lOKer 
limit of combustion wave propagation is probably a result of 
quenching because of excessive heat 10ss,20 the present analy-
sis should misrepre~knt the Harne-spreading phenomenon neal' 
the limiting conditions as it is based on the assumption of an 
adiabatic ignition site. By employing as a reference condition 
(pR and ZR) the point of lowest reproducible Harne-spreading 
velocity (VR ) in Figs. 2-4, Figs. 5-7 were plotted. 
From Fig. 5 it can be seen that the slope "",0.9 for propel-
lant 2 and. decreases with increasing Z for propellants 1 and 
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3. (Unforhmately, it was necessary to select as reference a 
condition that produced more than double the average data 
scatter, and therefore probably was too neal' the limiting con-
ditions. It would have been e),,'tremely difficult to obtain 
additional propellants; consequently, it was not possiUe, to 
establish a more meaningful reference condition and Fig. 5 
must stand as it is.) Although the indicated s!opes are less 
than unity, they are not constant. But no conclusions con-
cerning the theory's validity can be drawn on the basis of 
these data because of the questionable selection of the reference 
condition. All the data in Figs. 6 anc~, 7 exhibit fractional 
exponfmts over the range of pre,,:sures tested, and they are 
essentially independent of chemical reactivity level in the sur-
rounding atlrosphere. This is strong support for the theory. 
The sensitive dependence of V on both Z and P exhibited 
by the propellants is quite striking and calls to mind the pre-
viously obsel'vedinverse dependence of ignition delay on these 
parar~leters, reported in Ref'. 21. Indeed, comparison of the 
result;) from these different experiments suggests a very 
strong,; link between the two processes. For example, the 
propeHant (#3) that took longest to ignite also took longest to 
spread a Hame, whereas the propellant that was quickest to 
ignite (#2) exhibited the most mpid velocity of Harne spread-
ing. This is taken as additional suppod for the capital as-
sumption of the model presented: that the basic mechanism 
of Hame spreading is one of continuous ignition in the gas 
phase. Finally, it is noted that Ham:e-sprendin?: characteris-
tics (or ignition characteristics) cannot be C(E~\"L\ted with 
propellant nitrocellulose-to-nitroglycerine ratio, an index of 
heating value or chemical heat release. 
Arnrnoniunl PerchlOl'U te 
Ammonium perchlorate crystals (99.7% pure, roUnded 
crystals, American Potash and Chemical Corporation, Los 
Angeles, Calif.) L ,~ween 297 and 500}.L in diameter were sub-
ject.ed to test. The crystals were poured into a 1 !-in.-long X 
t-in.-wide X i-in-deep slot milled into aluminum stoek, and 
ligh-lily pressed to form a .level s~ll'face. By leavinJ¥ a small 
space between the top of tl1e speClllen and the top pf the slot, 
it was possible to eliminate the edge effect without inhibition. 
Another type of ammonium perchlorate test specimen was 
fabricated by hydraulically pressing the crystals in a hardened 
steel mold at pressures up to 16,000 psi for ten minutes (in 
order to relieve internal stresses). The (3 X i in.) 
specimen test surface became :smoother as the hydraulic 
pressure was increased. It was necessary to inhibit the !-in. 
sides and a small perimeter of the test surface in order to 
eliminate the edge effect. All ammonium perchlorate speci-
mens were tested in methane at various subatmospheric 
pressures. 
The spreadi1l.g Hame was in all cases well-defined, prop-
agated unifol'Ill1y after being established, and remained 
perpendicular to thtllpng side of, the specimen. All data ob-
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tlll"ee nitl'ate estel' propellants. 
tained were within ±4% of the best fit curves drawn through 
arithmetic mean points. The dependence of flame-spreading 
velocity on pressure level is displayed in Fig. . By employ-
ing as reference condition the point of 100v( t reproducible 
flame spreading velocity, Fig. 9 was plotted. 
The flame-spreading velocity is accelerated 'y the rough 
slll'face of the loose beads. Both types of specim«:. 'lS display a 
power law dependence of 17 on P, with the value of the ex-
ponent dependent on slll'face condition but independent of 
preSSlll'e level. Visual inspection of the pressed strand Slll'-
faces revealed that surface roughness decreased with increas-
ing pressure of compaction. Unfortunately, the available 
press was limited to 16,000 psi operating pressure and the 
strand surface produced at this level was still noticeably rough 
(about 10% of the slll'face area contained holes approximately 
the size of a crystal). Thus, it was impossible to determine if 
the pressure exponent for ammonium perchlorate would fall 
significantly below unity for a sufficiently smooth slll'face, 
i.e., a surface produced by press pressures greater than 16,000 
psi. The acceleration of V with surface roughness suggests 
that a substantil11 fraction of the heat transfer from the spread-
ing flame to the surface ahead is by radiation. Local intensi-
fication of slll'face heat flu .. x: results when local surface rough-
ness increases the "view factor" for radiation heat transfer-
by turning area elements to face more directly the impinging 
radiation. This will result in a net increase of heat-transfer 
fl1te forward, and therefore a net acceleration of V. 
The analysis presented herein is based on an assumption 
that the ignition delay of slll'face elements ahead of the 
spreading flame decreases monotonically to zero as the dis-
tance to the flame zone is decreased. The slll'face-roughness-
induced local intensification of heat flux, which presumably 
produces a local acceleration of surface vaporization r!~;te, is 
responsible for a local decrease ill ignition delay at random 
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Fig. 8 Effect of pl'eSSUl'e level on flallle spl'eading velocity 
fol' alllllloniulll pel'chlOl'ate salllples in 100% Illethane as a 
function of surface condition. 
sites ahead of the spreading flame. (Photographic evidence 
in support of this is presented below.) The random variat,ion 
of ignition delay with distance ahead of the flame is a direct 
violation of the assumed monotonic variation, and therefore 
the results of the analysis are not applicable in this case . 
Nevertheless, it is believed that flame spreading over the sur-
face of igniting ammonium perchlorate does take place by 
means of a gas-phase ignition process, as V depends strongly 
on the state of the gas phasfl. 
Polystyrene 
Spherical polystyrene pellets (Dylene 8X, Koppers Com-
pany, Plastics Division, lVIanaca, Pa.), 350-420 f.L in diameter, 
were subjected to test. Loose pellets were pOlll'ed into a 1!-
in.-Iong X !-in.-wide X i-in.-deep slot milled into aluminum 
stock, and lightly pressed to form a level surface. By leaving 
a small space between the top of the specimen and the top of 
the slot, it was possible to eliminate the "edge- effect 'without 
inhibition. Some specimens were prepared by exposing the 
beads to a methylethylketone-water solution to produce, 
when dried, a chemically bonded surface that was much 
smoother than the loose bead surface, but still retained some 
surface roughness; these required no inhibition. Other speci-
mens were prepared by pressing to 16,000 psi, in the mold 
employed to fabricate ammonium perchlorate strands; be-
cause of the resiliency of this material, the surface condition 
resembled tha;~ of the loose beads, except that the tops of the 
individual spherieal beads were flattened to about half their 
original height; these required inhibition. In addition, 
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di;.;playrcl ,) Thr Ro lid poIYl\wt h."lmethuclylatC' data supp I' 
th r analy " i .. pn ':-£'n tC'd IWt'C' in ("Iopr "", 0,6), \\'lw l'cas the rough 
slll' fa.Cl' of l h(' loo"r h(,ll' 1 sp('c in (' ll producr, a condition 
(ig;nit iOIl ahrad of thC' main flamC') t lrat pl'r cludr <-; ('o l11 pal'i 0 11 
of th I' ~ Ill tin g fl am ' - ;" j)!' [u l ing duta to p!'rdict ion , 
Thr "tl'uC'lUl'(' of t he sjJf'('adinp, poly nw th,d m t ha I'ylate 
( P~L\f) flame is qllit<' dif l'(' ll t f!'Om that of the Jloly ,ty rene 
(P~) fl am(' (F ig, 1;3) , J n F ig;, J :3, t he flame , pI' a I fr m 
I'il!;h t to I ft. B .. idr ,' bC'ing I('ss ) u :.;h ~ , t h lrading d o'£-' 
or the p, ' lb.me is l igh t }) III (, in ('010 1' , Thr p\J:\r fl ame 
C'xhibit s no hlu(' at thr leadin g; dg(' , PI'C' \' jo llsly , to it Ir ad I e 11 
s llgp;(' ,~ l<'d that P:-; bUI'Il . \\' ilh a t\\'o-, l age flanw , th C' ligh ter 
I' rag III nts (l I~, C'1I4, r t c, ) of p,\Tol,\'1'i i blll'11in O' M al' th C' , Ul'-
face and th C' lal'gll' fragmell t uUl'lling to complrlion in a lat I' 
st al!;e , Th C' li l!;h t Llue kading C'dge , lI "W~ ' t. f url I ' 11 combu _ 
lion of ligh t , pr(' ir ;.;, and t lrC'1' fol'c trnd. to confirm 1 he t \\'0 -
. l ag modC'1 of J>~ comhu;.; ti on, 
A IIlIllUII i 11111 I'c,'c lt 10"01 le-I"Jly" l~ ,'CIIC i\1 ix llIJ'cs 
~Iix tlll'r , of ammonium pC'l'ch l rat ( P) cry, tals (29i-
-OO}.!) and polyslYl'r n (P, ') b ads (350- 4:2 ,11. ) \\'el'e p!'epal' d, 
:-;pcc-imcn,' \\' l' I'C te tcd in oxygC'n in the , amc mannr l' as th 
10 S' 1\ I IJ('ad, Sustailled flam pl'ca ling OCC UlT 'ci only in 
thc l'ang;C' of II ,ixtlll'e ratio \\'h r l'r . tr a Iy deflag;rat i n 01' th 
mi x tlll'C'~ ha .. bu 'n 1'C'(, () J'clrcl ,' fi A ' pI' viou I,Y exper!(' ll ed 
with ru ugh , urfacrs, th flamc 1110\'ed fOl'\\'al'd 80m \\'1 at un-
,t adi ly ignit i ll g P, I ul'~ d ahead f the main flam; ('h AP 
'l'Y tals igni ted only af tr l' ihe polYR ty l' n -oxyg;en flame had 
pa,'sed o\'cr th 111, (This early ignition of f uel-bind I' fol-
Io\\' d by latC'l' io'ni t ion of th uml1l nium perchlorat ha b en 
ous l'\'r d 4 \\' it h composi tc .'o lid pl'opeil :m t igni t i n a \\'C' II ,) 
1 n th in tl' rcs t of sa\' i ng Rpacr, lhe data cbtaiJl('d ", ill not b 
eli 'playr d h I'r, F ol' constant P, '- A P mt lt) th l' \'s P 
1II,\, in oX.\W'lI k tH' th C' :-.ame hap a. l he 1),' b ad lIl'\'e 
Fig. l:l 
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(Fig. 11), but the magnitude varies inversely with the weight 
fraction of AP. For example, at 10 in, of Hg, the wt AP/ 
wt PS = 1 mixture produces a V of 0.13 in./sec., whereas the 
wt AP/wt PS = 3 mixture produces a Y of 0.11 in./sec. As 
was anticipated, surface roughness effects resulted in. a pres-
sure exponent greater than unity. 
Sunllual'Y of Conclusions 
An elementary flame-spreading experiment has been de-
veloped. The rate of flame spreading over the igniting sur-
face of a variety of solid propellants and solid propellant in-
gredients has been measured as a function of specimen sur-
face condition and conditions in the surrounding atmosphere. 
The flame-spreading velocity of all materials tested exhibited 
a power law dependence on both the pressure level and reac-
tive species weight fraction of the surrounding atmosphere; 
both the power law exponent and coefficient increased with 
increasing surface roughness. Since the materials tested were 
so diverse in their nature, their exhibited common flame-
spreading behavior is strongly suggestive of a common 
mechanism of flame spreading. The authors have concluded 
that the basic mechanism of flame spreading is essentially one 
of continuous gas-phase ignition. 
By making a nlUnber of simplifying assumptions, an 
analytical prediction of flame-spreading velocity dependence 
on pressure level and reactive species weight fraction in the 
surrounding atmosphere was produced. The analytical solu-
tion is valid only when the surface is smooth-as predicted, 
the experimental power law exponents were less than 1mity for 
specimens with smooth surfaces. The analytically predi.cted 
dependence of flame-spreading velocity on gas-phase param-
eter variation was supported by the data obtained throughout 
the relatively limited range of testing. It is expected that 
the central feature of the flame-spreading phenomenon il-
luminated duting the subject study"'-that is, its basic gas-
phase nature-will be exploited in developing new approaches 
to: 1) the rational design of new motor ignition systems; 
2) the selection of "fixes" to improve inadequate systems al-
ready under development; and 3) more realistic analyses of 
the performance of existing systems. 
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PART V 
A CRITERION FOR SPACE CAPSULE FIRE 
HAZARD MINIMIZATION 
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A Criterion for Space Capsule Fire 
Hazard MilliInization 
ROBERT F. l\lcALEVY III* 
AND 
RICHARD S. l\IAGEEt 
Stev'ens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N . .I. 
THIS laboratory is engaged in a fundamental study of the 
mechanism of flame spreading over the surface of jn'nitirlO' 
solid materiu.1s. 1 Results have been produced that lli~ve im: 
plications concerning the fire hazard associated with oxy(ren-
rich environinent.s, as illustrated by the recent tragedies inOthe 
Apollo spaCe capsule2 and the Brooks Air Force Base School 
of Aerospace Medicine space capsule simulator.2 . 
Tw\.J UW!'lllOlJillstics, polystyrene and polymethylmetha6ry~ 
late, were tested in a chamber that was filled with 02/N
2
: 
02/He, and O2/ AI' mixtures having various oxygen .mole 
fractions Yo" at preSSl.1.1·e levels P between .4 and 415 psia, 
Small specimens were ignited at one edge of the flat, top sur-
face, and the velocity of flame spreading V over the surface 
~vas measiired. Details of the experimental technique appear 
ll1 Ref. 1. . 
A continuous, diffusive gas-phase ignition model of the 
flame spreading process has resulted in the prediction that 
the flame spreading velocity is "diffusion controlled" and 
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,.!((it{ l' )1 
thus would be affc!':ted !by factol's that influence molecular 
difl'usion in thcga;; phase. A previous allah'sis of this modeJI 
has been improvedl'ecently by mnkinO' n~ore sophisticated 
. ~ 
assumptIOns. It results in an explicit dependence of V on P 
and Yox in the form 
(1) 
All data obtained were precisely correlated on the basis of 
Eq. (1). It was de term hied that m > 1 and is a function of 
the diluent, ~nd n < 1 and is relatively cOil stant. l,'ul'ther, for 
the same envIronmental conditions, i.e" Yox and P, helium pro-du~ed the fast~st rate of flame sl)J'eading, nitl'Ogen the r-lowc!'lt, 
whIle argon dIsplayed an intermediate behavior. . 
'l~hus, as a consequence of the subject j1I'ogmm, a mtiollal 
basIs for the selection of manned capsule ellvironments has 
emerged for minimization of the !'ate of OR.me ~preading 
following accidental ignition. For example, a:-:mming that 
UH~ eumLu!:iLiiJie ma.tel'inis in the cabm exhihit. fifone :;pl'cadilW 
characteristics similB:r to the th(;nnoplnstics studied, Eq. (1) 
shows that an increase of oxygen partial pre~sure PY
ox 
is 
best achi€jved by increasing P rather than Yox (since m > 1 
and n'< 1) in order to minimize the assoei~;,ted increment, in Y. 
Further/if a two-gas system is employed, nitrogen is the best 
choice of inert diluent and helium the worst of the three 
tested. It is suggested that the announced decision 2 to em-
ploy a 02/He environment for the U,S. Air Force Mm:ned 
Orbital ! .. aboratory be re-examined in light of these results. 
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A Criterion £01' Space Capsule Fire 
Hazard Minimization 
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THIS laboratory is engaged in a fundamental study of the 
mechanism of flame spreading over the surface of igniting 
solid materials. l Results have been produced that have im-
plications concerning the fire hazard associated with oxygen-
rich environments, as illustrated by the recent tragedies in the 
Apollo space capsule2 and the Brooks Air Force Base School 
of Aerospace Medicine space capsule simulator.2 
Two thermoplastics, polystyrene and polymethylmethacry-
late, were tested in a chamber that was filled with 02/N2: 
02/He, and 02/Ar mixtures having various oxygen mole 
fractions Y ox at pressure levels P between 4 and 415 psia. 
Small specimens were ignited at one edge of the flat, top sur-
face, and the velocity of flame spreading V over the surface 
was measured. Details of the experimental technique appear 
in Ref. 1. 
A continuous, diffusive gas-phase ignition model of the 
flame spreading process has resulted in the prediction that 
the flame spreading velocity is "diffusion controlled" and 
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" 
thus would be affected by factors that influence molecular 
diffusion in the gas phase. A previous analysis of this mode}! 
has been improved recently by making more sophisticated 
assumptions. It results in an explicit dependence of V on P 
and Y ox in the form 
(1) 
All data obtained were precisely correlated on the basis of 
Eq. (1). It was determined that m > 1 and is a function of 
the diluent, and n < 1 and is relatively constant. Further, for 
the same environmental conditions] i.e., Yox and P, helium pro-
duced the fastest rate of flame spreading, nitrogen the slowest 
while argon displayed an intermediate behavior. ' 
Thus, as a consequence of the subject program, a rational 
basis for. the selection of manned capsule environments has 
emerged for minimization of the rate of flame spreading 
following accidental ignition. For example] assuming that 
the combustible materials in the cabin exhibit flame spreading 
characteristics similar to the thermoplastics studied, Eq. (1) 
shows that an increase l){ o}.'Ygen partial pressure PYo~ is 
best achieved by increasing P rather than Y ox (since m > .1 
and!L < 1) in order to minimize the associated increment in V. 
Further, if a two-gas system is employedJ nitrogen is the best 
choice of inert diluent and helium the worst of the three 
tested. It is suggested that the announcecl decision2 to em-
ploy a 02/He environment for the U.S. Air Force Manned 
Orbital Laboratory be re-examirred ill light of these results. 
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